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BOARD OF TRUSTEES

July 21, 2008

EXECUTIVE SESSION
5:00 p.m.

Taylor Building — President’s Board Room

BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
6:00p.m.

Taylor Building — SUB 248

AGENDA

MINUTES - EXECUTIVE SESSION OF MAY 19, 2008: (A) Mike Mason

MINUTES - EXECUTIVE SESSION OF JUNE 16, 2008: (A) Mike Mason

MINUTES - REGULAR MEETING OF JUNE 16,2008: (A) Mike Mason

FOUNDATION REPORT: (I) Tom Ashenbrener

TREASURER’S REPORT: (A) Mike Mason

DUMP TRUCK BID: (A) Mike Mason

SURGICAL TELECOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT BID: (A) Mike Mason

SPRINTER VAN BIDS: (A) Mike Mason

HEAD START REPORT: (I) Mike Mason

LANDSCAPING FOR AG ENDOWMENT BERM & HSHS BUILDING: (A) Randy Dill

CSI SMOKING POLICY/STUDENT RESOLUTION: (A) Graydon Stanley & CSI Students

FALLS AVENUE ENTRY CONSTRUCTION: (I) Randy Dill

PRESIDENT’S REPORT: (I) President Beck

OLD BUSINESS

NEW BUSINESS



THE COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO
COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

JULY BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEETING
JULY 21, 2008

CALL TO ORDER: 6:07 p.m. Presiding: LeRoy Craig

Attending: Trustees: LeRoy Craig, Dr. Charles Lehman,
Dr. Allan Frost, Donna Brizee and Dr. Thad Scholes

College Administration: Gerald L. Beck President
John M. Mason, Vice President of Administration
Robert Alexander, College Attorney
Dr. Jim Gentry, Interim Executive Vice President and

Chief Academic Officer
Dr. Edit Szanto, Vice President of Student Services

and Planning and Development
Jeffrey M. Harmon, Dean of Finance
Dr. Mark Sugden, Instructional Dean
Dr. Cindy Bond, Instructional Dean
Graydon Stanley, Dean of Students
Randy Dill, Physical Plant Director
Monty Arrossa, Human Resources Director
Doug Maughan, Public Information Director
Kathy Deahl, Administrative Assistant to the

President

CSI Employees: None

Visitors: Dr. David McCluskey, Tom Ashenbrener, Sonia Monreal,
Kasey Warner and Tia Adamson

Faculty Representative: John Boling, Tonya Bowcut and Becky
Brown

PACE Representative: Dannette Starr and Karon Myers

Times News: Andrea Jackson

KMVT: Benito Baeza

MINUTES OF THE EXECUTIVE SESSION OF JUNE 16, 2008 AND THE
REGULAR SESSION OF JUNE 16, 2008 were approved on MOTION by
Dr. Thad Scholes. Affirmative vote was unanimous.
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TREASURER’S REPORT: The Treasurer’s report was approved on
MOTION by Donna Brizee. Affirmative vote was unanimous.

Bids:

1. The Board approved the sole bid from Main Street Motors
of Boise, Idaho in the amount of $30,000.00 for a 2004 F650
dump truck on MOTION by Dr. Allan Frost. Affirmation vote was
unanimous.

Funding for this project is from the Plant Facility Fund.

2. The Board approved the sole bid of Stryker Communications
of Flower Mound, Texas in the amount of $41,194.22 for an in—
light surgical camera, surgical rated LCD flat screen display,
LED surgical light and associated supplies on MOTION by Dr.
Charles Lehrman. Affirmative vote was unanimous.

Funding for this purchase is from the Community Based Job
Training grant from the United States Department of Labor.

3. The Board approved the low bid of McCoy Freightliner in
the amount of $105,300 for the two specified Sprinter vans on
MOTION by Dr. Charles Lehrman. Affirmative vote was
unanimous.

Funding for this purchase is from the Plant Facility
Fund.

PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

1. College of Southern Idaho Foundation President Tom
Ashenbrener gave a report to the Board concerning Foundation
operations and achievements over the last year. He noted that
nearly $900,000 in scholarships had been given, $25,000 in
mini—grants were awarded and that one in five full time
students at the college received a Foundation scholarship.
Mr. Ashebrener also discussed the major gift campaign and was
optimistic the campaign would meet its goal of $9,000,000.

2. Mike Mason reviewed the Head Start Ongoing Child
Assessment report with the Board. The Board also reviewed the
monthly Head Start fiscal report.
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3. Randy Dill explained the proposed landscaping for the
new Health Sciences and Human Services building. He
indicated that the plans did not call for a sprinkler
system and that we would have brown lawn for part of the
year. Mr. Dill indicated that we were planting a new type
of low maintenance grass on the Breckenridge Agricultural
Endowment berm that requires minimal water and less mowing.
If this grass works out, we will suggest it for the
building but we will need a sprinkler system.

The Board advised administration to put a sprinkler
system in all of the lawn areas for the new building.

4. Graydon Stanley introduced student members of the Magic
Valley Tobacco Free Coalition and Dr. David Mccluskey.
Students Kasey Warner, Sonia Monreal and Tia Adamson gave a
Powerpoint presentation that explained their proposal
concerning making the College of Southern Idaho a smoke
free campus. They reviewed an on line survey that
indicated approximately 79% of the 960 respondents
supported a smoke free campus.

The Board approved the adoption of a smoke free campus
for the College of Southern Idaho to extend to the
perimeter of the campus and all outreach center property on
MOTION by Dr. Allan Frost. The Board also requested that
the coalition present a plan of action for implementation
of the smoke free campus at the August 18, 2008 regular
Board meeting. Affirmative vote was unanimous.

5. Randy Dill reported that the new Falls Avenue entry way
would begin next Monday. The project is expected to be
completed by September 12, 2008.

6. President Beck reported the following:
a. The Faculty Handbook has been reviewed with the

faculty senate.
b. We have had several resignations due to special

family situations.
c. Dr. Jeff Fox was selected as the Executive Vice

President.
d. A new employee orientations was held.
e. Workforce alliance meetings have been held with

industry leaders.
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f. A wind generation maintenance curriculum has been
submitted to the Idaho State Board of Education for
approval.

g. The farewell for retiring College of Southern
Idaho Foundation board members and the greeting of new
members was held.

ADJOURNMENT was declared at 7:40 p.m.

John M. Mason,
Secretary Treasurer

Approved: August 18, 2008

II
IL’

Chairman



COLLEGE OF
SOUTHERN
IDAHO

July 21th 2008

To: President Beck and the College of Southern Idaho Board of Trustees

From: Jeffrey M. Harmon

Re: Dump Truck

We received one bid for a 26,000 Gross Vehicle Weight dual rear
wheel dump truck. The unit is a 2004 Ford F650 with 19,300 miles.

Main Street Motors $30,000

Based on the review of the bid by Randy Dill, I recommend that we
accept the sole bid from Main Street Motors of Boise Idaho in the amount of
$30,000 for the specified equipment.

Funding for this purchase is the Plant Facilities Fund.

D

315 FaIls Avenue 20. Box 1238 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 238 Phone 733-9554 or FAX 736-3015
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July 2112008

To: President Beck and the College of Southern Idaho Board of Trustees

From: Jeffrey M. Harmon “7

Re: Surgical Suite

We received one bid for the surgical suite equipment and supplies.
The bid is as follows:

Stryker Communications $41,194.22

Q Based on the review of the bid by Dr Mark Sugden and Dr KenCampbell , I recommend that we accept the sole bid from Stryker
Communications of Flower Mound, Texas in the amount of $41,194.22 for
the specified equipment.

The equipment will make it possible for students at CSI to engage in
learning via telecommunicated video from an operating room to a class room
atCSI.

Funding for this purchase is from the Community Based Jobs Training
grant from the United States Department of Labor.

315 FaIls Avenue P0. Box 1238 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1 238 Phone 733-9554 or FAX 736-3015



COLLEGE OFI SOUTHERN

Q I IDAHO

July 21th 2008

To: President Beck and the College of Southern Idaho Board of Trustees

From: Jeffrey M. Harmon /,‘

Re: Sprinter Passenger Vans

We received three bids for the twelve passenger Sprinter Vans. The
bids are as follows:

McCoy Freightliner of Portland $52,650 quantity two $105,300
Intermountain Coach Leasing, Inc. $53,119 quantity two $106,238

0 Hinckley Dodge Does not meet bid specification
Based on the review of the bid by President Beck, I recommend that

we accept the low bid that meets specification from McCoy Freightliner of
Portland, Oregon in the amount of$105,300 for two Sprinter twelve
passenger extended vans.

Funding for this purchase is the Plant Facilities Fund.

315 FaIls Avenue PG. Box 1238 Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-1238 Phone 733-9554 orFAX 736-3015
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SOUTH CENTRAL
HEAD START

Ongoing Child Assessment

• The Child Observation Record (COR) is our programs ongo
ing assessment developed from the High/Scope Curriculum

• It is done 3 times per year along with a child’s work folder
• It is made up of 32 items in 6 categories
• A family report is provided to parents 2 times a year to show

the progress of their child
• Child goals are developed at the beginning of the year and

are supported both at home and at school

Below are 4 areas under the 8 Domains of the Head Start Federal Outcomes
Comparison Summary for Head Start Data

Cateøorv Period 1-Period 2 Period 2-Period 3 Period 1-Period 3

Mathematics 0.71 0.45 1.16

Identifies at least
10 letters of the 0.75 0.75 1.49
alphabet, espe
cially those in their
names

Physical Health 0.65 0.49 1.14
and Development

Social and Emo- 0.66 0.43 1.09
tional Develop
ment

Children showed gains in all 8 domains of the Head Start Outcomes
from Period I to Period 3 (Language Development, Literacy, Mathemat
ics, Science, Creative Arts, Social/Emotional Development, Approaches
to Learning, and Physical Health and Development).



HE)~4TART ACCOUNT #22
January 1,2008-December 31,2008

MONTHLY KJANCIAL REPORT
SOUTH CENTRAL HEAD START

MONTH ______ 2008
PAGE 1 OF 1

TOTAL TOTAL THIS CASH OUTLAY BALANCE PROJ ACTUAl
CATEGORY APPROVED MONTH TO DATE BALANCE REVENUES :0MMITMENTS OF BUDGET %

SALARIES $ 2,450,931.00 $ 204,484.80 $ 995,035.92 $ 1,455,895.08 $ 1,455,895.08 40.0% 40.6%
BENEFITS $ 1,207,628.00 $ 95,015.69 $ 479,715.90 $ 727,912.10 $ 727,912.10 40.0% 39.7%
OUT OFAREA TRAVEL $ 7,289.00 $ (56.31) $ 131.21 $ 7,157.79 $ 7,157.79 68.6% 1.8%
EQUIPMENT
SUPPLIES
OFFICE CONSUMABLES $ 13,692.00 $ 830.84 $ 4,008.37 $ 9,683.63 $ 307.70 $ 9,375.93 40.5% 3 1.5%
CENTER SUPPLIES $ 45,875.00 $ (6,623.50) $ 11,013.04 $ 34,861.96 $ 2,828.74 $ 0.42 34.2% 30.2%
TRAINING SUPPLIES $ 9,742.00 $ 149.78 S 2,118.43 S 7,623.57 $ 30.00 $ 7,593.57 28.7% 22.1%
FOOD $ 28,190.00 $ (3,446.58) $ 4,063.68 $ 24,126.32 $ (9,964.77) $ 4,380.10 $ 29,710.99 23.2% — -5.4%

CONTRACTUAL
OTHER
CONTRACTS —~ $ 43,960.00 $ 7,548.84 $ 23,147.75 $ 20,812.25 $ ‘-20,812.25 45.3% 52.7%
MEDICAL S 14,795.00 $ 240.70 $ 1,954.78 $ 12,840.22 $ 296.00 $ 12,544.22 24.6% 15.2%
DENTAL $ 53,548.00 $ 3,445.60 14,145.80 $ 39,402.20 $ 7,684.00 $ 31,718.20 38.3% 40.8%
CHILD TRAVEL $ 70,650.00 $ 15,453.24 $ 41,019.91 $ 29,630.09 $ 1,776.42 $ 27,853.67 35.5% 60.6%
EMPLOYEE TRAVEL $ 33,164.00 $ 3,183.53 $ 12,021.33 $ 21,142.67 $ 385.15 $ 20,757.52 37.9% 37.4%
CAREERDEVELOP $ 4,985.00 $ 1,007.10 $ 2,511.00 $ 2,474.00 $ 252.00 $ 2,222.00 50.3% 55.4%
PARENT TRAINING $ 6,250.00 $ 885.50 $ 2,340.03 $ 3,909.97 $ 1,013.27 T~ 2,896.70 55.1% 53.7%
SPACE $ 53,196.00 $ 825.43 $ 10,272.27 $ 42,923.73 $ 2,497.89 $ 40,425.84 33.2% 24.0%
UTILITIES $ 66,340.00 $ 3,949.98 $ 25,546.00 $ 40,794.00 $ 650.98 $ 40,143.02 - 39.8% 39.5%
TELEPHONE $ 36,810.00 $ 2,867.16 $ 14,857.03 $ 21,952.97 —__________ $ 288.39 $ 21,664.58 39.1% 41.1%
OTHER $ 43,827.00 $ (158.58) $ 15,124.89 $ 28,702.11 $ 28,702.11 35.9% 34.5%
TOTALDIRECTCOSTS — $ 4,190,872.00 $ 329,603.22 $1,659,027.34 $ 2,531,844.66 $ (9,964.77) $22,390.64 $ 2,487,385.99 39.8% 39.9%

ADMIN COSTS S 267,38200 $ 21,350.00 $ 111,100.00 $ 156,282.00 $ 156,282.00 41.6% 41.6%
GRAND TOTAL $4,458,254.00 { $350,953.22 $ 1,770,127.34 $ 2,688,126.66 1 ($9,964.77)j $22,390.64 $ 2,675,700.79 39.9% 40.0%

(2)

IN KIND (SHORT)ILONG $ (179,524.50) (1)

(1) Inkind will be booked as it comes in from centers after entry into HSFIS system.
(2) Reflected revenue(s) include May USDA.

IN KIlN]) NEEDED
IN KIND GENERATED

$ 445,638.30
$ 266,113.80
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IN THE SENATE

RESOLUTION #1

BY THE ASCSI SENATE
2008

TO THE ADMINISTRATION AND BOARD OF TRUSTEES OF THE
COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO REGARDING THE COLLEGE
OF SOUTHERN IDAHO SMOKING POLICY:

WHEREAS, in a survey conducted by the ASCSI Senate and the Magic
Valley Tobacco Free Coalition, 960 respondents representing all -

stakeholders of the institution supported the creation of a smoke free
enviromnent by a 79% supermajority; and

WHEREAS, 79% of the 960 respondents also indicated that they wanted
CSI to do more to limit their exposure to second hand smoke; and

WHEREAS, over 110 colleges and universities nationwide have adopted
smoke free policies and CSI could set the example for the creation of a
healthy, smoke free, public campus in Idaho, and

WHEREAS, CSI is promoting a healthy lifestyle and environment, the
effects of second hand smoke and the accompanying litter run contrary to
that purpose; and,

WHEREAS, the College and South Central Public Health District will offer
free classes, activities, and incentives to support the efforts of individuals to
quit smoking,

NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED BY THE ASCSI SENATE,
ACTING AS REPRESENTATIVES OF CURRENT AND FUTURE
STUDENTS OF THE COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN IDAHO, THAT
WE RECOMMEND TO THE ADMINISTRATION AND THE
BOARD OF TRUSTEES THAT THE COLLEGE OF SOUTHERN
IDAHO BECOME A SMOKE FREE ENVIRONMENT AS QF
AUGUST 25, 2008.
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Survey Results -- Overview ~I!

Smoking Survey

Respondents: 962 displayed, 962 total Status; Closed

Launched Date: 04/25/2008 Closed Date: 06/04/2008

Display; Display all pages and questions 0 filters

~ :.~r.:~t] Enabled

1.. Your primary role relative to CSI

Response Response
Total Percent

Student 754 78%

Faculty 55 6%

Staff 70 7%
~ Administrator 10 l%

Community Member 73 8%

Total Respondents 962

2. Your gender:

Response Response
Total Percent

Male 325 34%

Female 637 66%

Total Respondents 962

3. Youragegroup:

Response Response
Total Percent

17 and under .~ 26 3%
F

18-21 307 32%

22-25 173 l8%
26-34 . 171 lS%

131 14%

45-54 109



55-64 40 4%

65 and over 5 1%

Total Respondents 962

4. Your place of residence:

Response Response
Total Percent

Eagle Hall 37

Student Apartments 44 5%

Rented Housing 321 33%

Owned Housing 448

Other, please specify 112 lZ%

Total Respondents 962

5. Your course of study:

Response Response
Total Percent

GED 7

Dual Credit 22

Academic/Transfer 444 46% (
Professional/Technical 276 29%

Community Education 51 S%

Workforce Training 17

UndecIded 71 7%

Not Sure 74

Total Respondents 962

6. Where do you take classes/work/attend activities (check all that apply):

Response Response
Total Percent

CSI Main Campus 896 93%

Blame County Center 17 2%

Mini-Cassia Center 59 6%

Northslde Center 15 2%

Online only f 49

Other, please specify 62 6%

Total Respondents 962

7 Concerning smoking, which of the following best describes you?



Response Response
Total Percent

Current smoker 115
~

Former smoker 173 1B%

Never smoked 674 7O%

Total Respondents 962

8. Do you believe that smoking on campus is a problem?

Response Response
Total Percent

Yes 644 67%

No 318 33%

Total Respondents 962

9• Do you want CSI to do more to limit exposure to second hand smoke?

Response Response
Total Percent

Yes 759 79%

No 203 21%

Total Respondents 962

10. Would you support a smoke-free CSI campus?

Response Response
Total Percent

Yes 761 79%

No 201 21%

Total Respondents 962

11~Comments:

View responses to this question

Total Respondents 463

(skipped this question) 499

ClassApps.com @2004
- SelectsurveyASP Advanced 8.3.8

I

la
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rvey Results -. Details http://survey.csLedu/ResultsText.asp?DIsplayI-IeaderYes&ItemID...

(C

Smoking Survey
Respondents: 962 Status: Closed

Launched Date: 04/25/2008 Closed Date: 06/04/2008

11 Comments: Re~~se

1. yes please.... this is a big problem!

Smoke free to a point. Keep the cigarettes across in the parking lot could be a rule. Meaning in your
car, or cross the street so far enough away from the buildings you aren’t bringing the smoke in with

2 you. You’d have to walk a ways to “air out”. This is what i try to do at least for my other classmates,but they still smell cigarettes on me. I usually try to wait until after class, because i do feel bad they
have to smell it at all; second hand smoke sticks to clothes for hours, a horrible gift for everyone
that smoker comes into contact with.

As a former smoker I understand how difficult it is to quit, but I feel that the college should be
- taking a leadership role in keeping students, employees, and community members healthy. There Is
ample evidence on the dangers of second-hand smoking. Having a smoke-free campus would send
the right message and would be very appropriate for an educational institution.

Because I am a former smoker, I consider myself sensitive to the smells of àigarettes. However, I
4. haven’t noticed a problem with smokers on campus. The few I’ve seen are considerate of

non-smokers and don’t seem to pose a problem.

students stand a couple feet outside the doors of the library and other buildings. even being a _____

5. former smoker I cant handle walking past a cloud of smoke. I would fully support a smoke free [~Ij~4
campus!

If you get rid of the smoking on campous where are the smoking students, teachers, and workers
go? There isnt enough time in between classes for them to find a designated smoking section. They

6. aren’t smoking in the building, so I dont see what the problem is? I think if you took away the
smoking rights of theses people, there will be hell to pay. I dont even smoke, but I know that this is
wrong~.

No matter the current restrictions there are many places on campus that as you enter or leave the
~ building the second-hand smoke is unavoidable. I feel that the rights of those of us who do notsmoke are not being protected with the current policyl The harmful effects of second-hand smoke

are well documented. Please press forward with a smoke-free campus!!!

I don’t feel that CSI has enough smokers that light up together to make a big enough cloud of
8 smoke to bother many people. I feel that the rule of being 20 feet from the building is great. Onething that I do think would be a useful addition to the campus is smoke shacks like they had at the

hospital. This will give a more define area for smokers to see and use.

9. CSI should be smoke free. It would do away with a lot of the litter that is seen around campus

10 It would be nice to have some places to smoke that are sheltered from the weather at various pointson campus. This would also in turn limit the exposure to second hand smoke for the non smokers.

why should the rights of smokers always be denied. we are, paying outragoues prices to smoke. it is
11. our right to smoke if we want. in my opinion it is just like 6~atching or listening to tv or radio, don’t

like it turn it off. but for us move away from the smoke

12. I would be happy if smoking was kept from doorways and walk ways.

13 A wind proof designated smoking area for each building/area would reduce second hand smokeexposure for non smokers.

Survey Results -- Details

28 7/10/2008 1:38PM
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14. Need better-designated areas away from doorways!

— 15 I think it’s disgusting how long smoking has gone on near the HSHS building for this long - 20 feetfrom the door when the wind blows is the same as standing in it!!! -

Smoking wouldnt be as much of a problem if everyone would follow the rules but EVERY time I have
ever tried to go in to the library I have had to walk through the smokers to get to the building...

16. they hover close to the doors... lets see..., where they aren’t supposed to be. There is no way
around it unless I choose not to test or use the library. Many say they have a right to do as they
please .. but in doing so It takes away my right or ability to choose smoke free air.

I believe that at a learning institution examples should be set. Prohibiting smoking is a great
17. example because it shows that the college does not permit the pollution cigarette cause, and the

health risks they present.

18, CSI CAMPUS SHOULD BY SMOKE-FREE. OR AT LEAST 50 OR MORE FEET AWAY FORM BUILDINGS.

I do not think that it is a problem, I rarely see someone smokeBut maybe if people only smoked in
19. parking areas and beyond, then other non smokers may not complain so much because they

wouldn’t have to pass it.

Walking through the smoke haze outside the south entrances to the Shields building is almost too
20. much to take sometimes! I’m not sure I’m ready for the wind to stop...it’s the only thing to dissipate

the gray cloud.

21 Policing the 20 feet rule is all that matters to me. I see plenty of smokers standing outside. Butoften times they get too close to the building entrances.

22 It’s very disrespectful when students are entering the buildingsand they need to walk threw a cloud of smoke.

Though there is a limit on how close a smoker is to be to a building, they don’t always follow those
23. rules. And even if those who do are away from the building, they are still close enough that there is

a haze of smoke that you must walk though to get into a building or leaving a building.

24. I think it is a great idea ______

I think smoking on campus is a huge issue. I hate walking out of any of the buildings and being
<~ 25. surrounded by a cloud of smoke. I think its very detrimental to everyone’s health and I would

definitely support a smoke-free campus.

So, I hate it everytime I go onto the b-e-a-utiful CSI Campus, and have to start hacking because of
someones second-hand smoke. Second hand smoke makes me gag, and I am pretty sure I’m

26. allergic. It’s not only me, if you don’t smoke, and even if you do, you know that smoking is gross
and it smells bad!!! The whole Twin Falls Community needs to support this Smoke-Free CSI
thingyma-boby-doodyl ii!

smoking is legal and by saying a smoker can not smoke is stepping ont there freedom of choice. By
27. moving the smokers away from the door areas should be enough to satisfy nonsmokers. Until

smoking is made illegal there should be no ban on the csi campus. -

I would support a smoke-free campus because I don’t like the litter associated with-smoking. I also ______

28. hate entering the library through the cloud of smoke because there is always a crowd outside ______

smoking and dropping the cigarette butts on the sidewalk. BAN SMOKING!!! YEA!!!!

I don’t personnaly smoke, but I believe that allowing people to smoke on campus isn’t a problem. I
29 do feel however that security should have more authority to enforce the ban on smoking within -

‘ twenty feet of the entrances; after some of them learn to quit lighting up inside and walking out with
it themselves.

I don’t like the fact how smokers tend to smoke in front of the doors to buildings. It is horrible to
pass through an area of smoke knowing that is causing great damage to my lungs. I want to live a

30 long life without smoke exposure to my body especially my lungs. It is just gross how smoke smellsand especially how the smell sticks with the smoker. I have a friend who smokes and I don’t like the
smell, I hope she would quit because she has become an addict to them and it has become a bad
habit of having one every so minutes.

It’s very frusterating to have to walk through a cloud of sr~oke, and a group of people to enter
buildings around campus. I’ve especially seen it as a problem near the Shields building, and the
Library. I believe that smokers are to stay 20 feet away from the doors, but that doesn’t happen,

31. and isn’t enforced. I have witnessed CSI employees smoking at the back door of the Taylor building E’i!~]
on many occasions. I understand that people have the right to smoke, if they choose, but the areas

-- - should be better designated, maybe with permenant fixtures that are immovable, like ashtrays and
benches and enforced by security, faculty, and staff.

ff28 - 7/10/2008 1:38 PM
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I am s smoker ~nd out of courtesy to others I r to my veNcal. Just like any other business there is
an allowed perimeter around the building. CSI is a business and people pay to attend they should
not have to be subjected to smoke when they walk out a door after class or into a cloud of smoke

32. before class. I feel it should not be allowed on the campus itself but in the parking lot. Many people
smoke infront of the doors especially at the sheilds building OR JUST MAKE CERTAIN DESIGNATED
SMOKING AREAS FOR SMOKERS LIKE THE HOSPITAL HAS.. BUT ABSOLUTELY NO SMOKING
INFRONT OF BUILDINGS.... I HOPE THIS HELPS

It is offensive to have to wade through the smokers at the Aspen building and the Library in
~ particular when headed in. They stand as close to the doors as possible and on both sides of the sidewalk to there is no way to avoid inhaling that stinky smell. CSI should be a smoke free campus in

my opinion.

Banning smoking on campus alienates people when the idea of college should be about freedom of
expression away from the suppression of the outside world.

It is not fair to walk by a person smoking outside a building and having your hair and clothes smell
like smoke the rest of the day.

The walkway at the Meyerhoffer building is one of the worst areas for second hand smoke.
Regardless of the 20 distance from doorways, one still has to walk right through the cloud of smoke ______

36. to get to the building doorway. BSU is a non-smoking campus and the students on our campus who kvnw~N
make the choice to smoke should do so across the street or in one limited area away from the
buildings.

I HATE it when I walk into a building for class and have to walk through a cloud of smoke. It is
impossible to avoid, and they smoke right next to the entrances.

So far, I have never had a problem with someone being inconsiderate to me with their smoking.
38 They have always been away from the entrances and I have never seen used cigarette butts leftaround. I think for the most part that smokers are more aware than before how they can affect

others around them. -

If the state prison can be smoke-free, then so can CSI. If you really have to have a smoking location
on campus, then you should require the location be on the outside of the circle drive. That would ______

39. limit smoking to the parking areas (people could use their cars) or you could have an overhead ______

heated shelter structure where smoking in limited to. CSI is doing too many things to promote good
health. Move the smoke and second smoke outside the circle.

40. Thank you for addressing this preventable health hazard. ______

I get really tired of having smoke blown in my face when I walk into and out of school buildings. If
other people want to smoke that’s fine but it’s not okay that it’s gettting Into MY LUNGS when I
consciously choose not to put it therel Sure there’s sings up saying you can’t do it within so many

41. feet of an entrance but who stops them? Not to mention in winter its even worse because people
huddle up in the doorways. It can even be bad just walking several feet behind someone who is
smoking although I doubt much can be done about that. But please try harder to enforce no
smoking infront of enterences I’d really apprelcate so would my unborn baby :)

42 smoking on campus affects all of of the community even the high school student because we do alot of things on comas

I don’t mind that people smoke but when they cannot comply with the restrictions already maybe
they should have to go else where altogether.

I think,smoking on campus makes our school look ten times more trashy. Smoking is to the point
44. where everyone knows it’s gross and that it harms. I think it should be totally elliminated on

campus.

The fact that students have to walk through a cloud of smoke to get into any CSI building is
atrocious. I have actually caught myself holding my breathe as I leave the Matrix and library as I
walk outside. Head over to library entrance and look at the amount of cigarette butts littering the
grounds — the whole area smells like a bar — horrible. If state buildings and hospitals are willing to
go smoke free, shouldn’t CSI be allowing the same health benefits for their students? Please go•
smoke free before the fall semester.

I always see people outside smoking in areas around the campus. I feel that the designated areas
suite the needs for both nonsmokers and smokers. HowevEr, there are times that I think the
smoking near the enterances of the library should be moved away from the building, namely on the

46 east side enterance. People congregate there to smoke and those of us who chdose not to have walkthrough them and their smoke to go inside the library. I think that they possibly smoke there as the
building serves as a shelter from the weather. Perhaps, the college could build “smoke stations” for
the students and instructors who do smoke, like those at the hopital. Their smoking shelters provide C
protection from the elements and a place to sit. In all, I myself, quit smoking a long time ago and
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find others smoke repulsive. And I feel -that tther non-smokers should not have to be subjected -to
their habit. However, on the other hand, we should not alienate them because they do smoke. I
would support providing such structures for their use.

47. Let it be. ft’s college. Just be shure to have proper butt disposal units for smokers.

Those people who smoke should have the right to smoke whenever. However, the college needs to
48. improve on limiting secondhand smoke. It’s almost like an ashtray when walking into the front

entrance of the library. In my opinion they are a little too close to the entrance.

49. Smoke free, but not smokeless tobacco free. ______

50 When smokers gather around the doors to a building and smoke and I have to walk through them toget into or out of the building - that is annoying.

I hate walking into a building and getting a big lung full of someone elses 2nd hand smoke as I pass.
I work at the hospital and we became a smoke free campus on Jan 1st 2008 and it has been so
much better around the grounds. Getting rid of the smoking helps keep campus looking great and
protects those of us who don’t smoke from the 2nd hand of other smokers. It also encourages - -

better health to those who do smoke. Lots of employees have quit smoking since the ban at St.
Lukes. I will fully support a smoke-free Campus. I think it’s time to do something about it!

I hate smokers that sit outside of the building entrances like its ok since they are outside... I don’t
52. want second hand smoke floating around everywhere...And it promotes an unhealthy look for the

CSI campus as a whole when many campuses are probably smoke free areas all together.

I really get upset when I’m headed to a building to go to class and I have to walk past someone who
is smoking and the wind is carrying the smoke right in front of the door where I have to go inside. I
storngly feel that smokers should not be allowed to smoke within 50 feet of the doors to the
buildings.

CSI started to restrict smoking within so many feet of the doors, but no one enforces it, so people —

54. still do it. You have to walk through a wall of smoke to get into the building. If they want to smoke [~ :viej~
fine, make them a smoke shack, and let the rest of us not have to be in it all the time.

It’s really nasty and needs to stop ecspecally smoking in front of building entracnes. A person has to
walk through the wall of smoke to enter the building and it’s not the best for my lungs.

56. Smoking shouldn’t be an issue on campus.

57. Thank You for considering making CSI a smoke Free campus

58 smoking is very disturbing to me. I do not at all like being exposed to the second-hand smoke ofothers. If they want to kill themselves that’s their thing, but I don’t want any part of it.

there is no such thing as safe levels of secondary smoke. My father who NEVER smoked died of lung
cancer because of exposure to second hand smoke in the work?p!ace. He was 46 years old.... People _____

59. who smoke are well aware of the risks they are taking with their own lives.., we have rights as non ______

smokers to choose to never be exposed to such poisons. I’m tired of holding my breath as I walk
out of the library through a cloud of second hand smoke to get to my next class.

60 I don’t smoke and being around it does not really bother me. I don’t notice that it is a problem IF*iwlaround campus

It does get a little nerving walking through the plume of smelly smoke to get in to the doors on the ______

61. way to class, Maybe make smoking shelters away from the buildings, like open benches but with a ______

roof and ashtrays. Anything to move it away from those who choose not to partake in the habit.

People should be free to smoke cigarettes as it is not illegal. The problem comes with taking away
people’s rights, then where does it end? No cellphones on campus? No consumption of high fat

62 foods? No one is going to get cancer from walking past someone that is smoking. Let’s not beridiculous. -The campus should create smoker’s outposts,give them an ashtray and cover from the
elements and place it somewhere where there isn’t a lot of traffic. If you don’t want people to
smoke. Lobby to make it illegal.

- I know that some people may feel the need to smoke often. I just wish they would do it if front of all
the buildings. I can hardly ever go into the Library or Shields building without walking through a

63 bunch of smoke. I don’t like to have to breath that since Iphoose not to smoke. They smoke in frontof the doors so there isn’t really a way to get in withought going through the smoke. Maybe there
should be a designated smoking area for each building distinctly away from the doors. Also, if there
are going to be rules about it, they need to be inforcedll

I have only just recently quit smoking, and I don’t like to be around it anymore. But I don’t see a _____

64. problem with students smoking outside, They are not supossed to smoke within 20 feet of the doors F11~-9
and windows already. The only thing that bothers me is the butts all over the ground. I never threw
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mine en the ground, and I don’t know how others could be so inconsiderate. It icoks bad. Thetis the
only reason I could see to make the entire campus smoke-free. -

65 think smokers should have somewhere to smoke a(smoke house) or either at the parking lots, butnot in front of buildings like it is in library... (
66 I have noticed only a few students/teachers/maintaince smoke near the doors. As a general rulethere has not been a problem that I have noticed.

67 I think not only smoking should be controlled, but also the use of chewing tobbaco. I see manypepple walking around spitting into cups.

Personally, I have asthma and everytime that I walk out of a building and someone is smoking, I
have severe adverse reactions. I have to look out all doors and make sure someone is not smoking

68. before I go out of them. And if someone is, I have to find another exit. It is very inconvienent. I feel
that people should have the freedom to smoke, if that is their choice, but there could be an assigned
area where people could smoke, and not right infront of enterances and exits to buildings.

The truth is that I can not remember a time that I was bothered by someone smoking on campus.
69. In fact I can’t remember ever seeing anyone smoking on campus but I still would support making

campus a smoke free zone.

70 I honestly don’t think that, any of the students think about others when they smoke on campus. THerule about smoking 2Oft away from the doors, no body does that!

71 I am allergic to the smoke so anything you can do to dominish it on campus would be greatlyappreciated.

to many people smoke right outside the doors. They don’t follow the rules with the code so i believe
72. they should have their rights taken away with smoking on campus. Thats the last thing i want to

smell walking into a building before class isa big puff of smoke. -

73. A smoke-free campus would be terrific!

It’s frustrating to have to walk through clouds of smoke to get to the shields building or to the
74. library especially... Maybe a designated smoking zone away from the high-traffic areas would be

nice. :)
If not completely smoke free then something needs to be done in the places where people are
allowed to smoke.

76 It’s a joke to see people outside the allied health building smokiqg, and blowing it right in the face ofeveryone walking by. CSI is definetly behind the times by allowing people to smoke on campus.

I think it is un fair to the ones that don’t smoke and have to put up with it. And if you say something
to the smokers in passing, like would you please smoke further away from the building then they
start talking like a smart ass. THey don’t care and tell you to mind your our business. My lungs are
my business and I care about my health..,Please do something about...

78. yeah, we are behind the times on not having a smoke free campus.

79. Second hand smoke is harmful so I do not think ANYONE should have to be exposed to it! _____

Although I hate breathing a huge thing of second hand smoke when I am about to enter a building I _____

80. don’t think that it would be right to take away other people’s right to smoke. I would support Iv~i1W~J
seperate “smoking huts” before I would support a smoke free campus.

I think that a smoke area should be made like at some hospitals its out by the parking lot in an
enclosed glass area. It is very bothering to come out of the building after completeing a class or _____

81. going into the building for class and someone is sitting in the window seal smoking next to the entry iIc~]
way and you have to walk through the cloud of smoke just to get where you are going. It would be
nice to have better control over this.

82. 1 hate having to walk through smokers on campus.

83 I get tired of smoking as I walk into a building-if I wanted to smoke I would light my own. I don’twant to stink because I had to walk through the puffs of someone else!

I find it very disgusting that cigarette butts are left on side,ysalks. And the people who smoke outside
are closer than the twenty feet requirement.

I hate walking out of buildings and having to walk through smoke right outside the doors. There
needs to be smoking areas that are farther away from entrances. It is actually a violation of Idaho

85. Law to have smoking that close to entrances/exits of buildings. Smoking laws need to be enforced
for the protection of those of us who do not smoke but have to deal with second hand smoke, which
is even more dangerous.
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I believe that in this day and tge and given tt~e stapes already taken by St -bikes, that is would be
86. very appropriate for CSI to go smoke free and take a step in the right dirrection for making the

student body healthier.

I am a smoker, but I try to be courteous to those who do not smoke, so I try to stay away off in my
own little area when I smoke. I think a lot of other people aren’t that courteous, so maybe some ______

87. rules should be put into place and more tightly enforced. I don’t think smoke-free would be a good I~vIëw~!1
idea. Maybe there should be some designated smoking areas, and if the non-smokers go over there,
then it is their own fault.

I think CSI would be a more friendly and beautiful place if it was smoke free if someone chooses to
88. smoke they should have to do it off campus. I hate walking out of a building and being bombarded

with the smoke of someone smoking or a butt of a cigarette left.

I do not think that it bothers people as long as the smokers do it away from building entrances or
89 away from the main walk ways. That is what I do. I think that if you are going to make it a smokefree campus you should at least have a designated smoking area. I always take others into

consideration when I smoke on campus, but I realize that not everyone else does the same.

90. It does not bother me.

Far too often walking in and out of the buildings- especially the library, I have to hold my breath due
91 to smoking. It’s a disgusting habit that I chose to refrain from. Others’ choice to smoke shouldn’t

infringe on my choice to be smoke free. If campus would to still allow smoking, 20 feet isn’t near far
enough away for those who enjoying being outside and the FRESH air.

Yes I am a smoker and I think that if smoking were only allowed in area’s, or not at all, you would
92 be helping us all in a huge way. I am 27, I had the first puff at age 7. It is one sick friggin’ joke tothink it was only about money to somepne else. I really hope you can make a change for the better

here at C.S.I. It is a great college

Sure the smokers will whine but they don’t care about others they litter the ground with butts and
its unhealthy and makes our campus look trashyl

94. There are smokeing places outside not inside.

All of the smoking on campus is done outdoors, and most are courteous enough to stay away from
immediately In front of the entrances, although there are some rude people who do go into
restricted space to smoke. My questions that follow, only to produce food for thought, are these:

Are we more concerned about the health of all students, or just promoting and imposing the social,
ethical and moral agenda of some students on others in the name of a cause? If we ban or further
restrict smoking on campus, then should we not also consider banning motor vehicles on campus
too? I am sure we have some qualified scientific minds on campus that could accurately estimate the
total number of harmful toxins being released by vehicle exhaust of most all students who enter the
area of campus in relation to the amount of cigarette smoke being put forth by the minority of active
smokers on campus. Which hazard does the student senate and Tobacco-Free Student Coalition feel
is more harmful overall to the beautiful trees and landscaping of the campus? How about which one,
cigarettes or vehicle exhaust, causes the largest overall threat to air quality on campus. Surely the
sever-al hundred smokers on campus cannot be having as large an impact on our health and
environment as the thousands of cars and trucks that enter the campus every day.

How about the chemicals that are used to clean the facilities on campus? Are they completely lackin~
any immediate or long lasting potential for harm to students or faculty? (I am actually guessing that
the college does use some “Green” products for these purposes). Does the college use lawn and
garden equipment that doesn’t produce harmful emissions? What about the trucks from the grounds
crews? Are the fertilizer, insecticides and herbicides used to keep our campus beautiful posing
absolutely no threat to human health?

Do the Eagle’s Nest and cafeteria serve food that is all natural and void of any nitrates,
preservatives or other potentially harmful chemicals? Caffeine has been proven to cause cardiac
problems in some people, especially with excessive and prolonged use. Should we also consider
removing any items with caffeine in them from campus? (You get rid of my regular Latte’s and I will
throw a tantrum like a 4 year old!) What do they clean their kitchens with? Any ozone wrecking
bleach in those chemicals? Where do the kitchens vent their exhaust to? Outside I am guessing, and
it is potentially filled with carbon monoxide from natural g~s fired grills and ovens, grease, and other
impurities that are not fully filtered before being unleashed on the outside air that all students on the -

campus area are subjected to.

Since the sun has been proven to cause skin cancer, should we impose a rule on campus that
requires students to wear clothing that completely covers their skin? Better yet, maybe we can get
the college and the Alumni Association to pitch in to buy a dome to cover the campus that will keep
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out suntigtit. O.K., that -ore is extreme and kind vf ludicrous, but are you starting to get my point?

If we are considering banning smoking on campus, then can we also consider an equally annoying
yet less hazardous problem of cell phones? Most students aren’t* courteous enough to turn them off
in classrooms or hallways, nor are they courteous enough not to carry on a loud conversation or
spend half of the clsss period sending and receiving text messages. Recent studies that are being
published claim that the signals from cell phones are not only harmful to the user of the cellphones,
but persons around those users. They may not be harmful, but they sure are distracting and
annoying.

Thanls for letting me put in my two cents on the issue. I hope you can see that this rant is not
meant to question the intelligence, integrity or good intentions of the student senate or the
Tobacco-Free Student Coalition. In fact, it is good to know we have a handful of dedicated people
that want to improve the quality of life and conditions on our fine campus. I am merely asking all
involved to look at the big picture when further considering this subject, and I trust that all of you
will. Keep up the fine work, and thanks for giving the student body a platform to voice their opinions
and views.

Go Golden Eagles!

Smokers have rights too. As long as there are designated areas for smoking I don’t see it as a
problem. No non-smoker wants to breathe in second hand smoke but smokers should still be
allowed to smoke somewhere. Most people spend a lot of time on campus and if they had to actually
leave every time they wanted to smoke it would be a little inconveinient for them.

I THINK THAT IF THE SMOKERS WOULD NOT SMOKE SO CLOSE TO THE BULIDINGS THEN IT
97. WOULD BE BETTER FOR THE SCHOOL, AND ITS NON SMOKING STUDENTS( ESPECIALLY THE

STUDENTS WITH HEALTH PLOBLEMS)

If smoking continues on campus there should be more ashtrays available. I hate seeing all the -

98. cigarette butts In the grass and on the sidewalk. For some reason the Falls Ave side of the shields
building is the WORST!!!!

people need to smoke farther away from buildings, build a place where people can smoke away from
the main buildings that has benches and ash trays. i believe that people have the right to clean air,
however smoking is not illegal and smokers should be allowed to smoke outside somewhere that
does not interfere with other people

I think it would be best if CSI were a non smoking campus. When I bring my son over to the
100 campus we walk through second hand smoke and it’s not right to subject him to that (its the onlyway into the building). Going into the library under cover where smokers are is gross, I can’t stand

the smell.

dther than the occasional passing by, non-smokers aren’t subject to enough second-hand smoke to
cause harm. Smoking is a fairly stationary activity, I don’t see too many people walking around with

101. a cigarette in hand. That said, unless you are standing right next to someone who is smoking you _____

aren’t in the way of too much and if you are just standing there, if you get lung cancer its your own
fault.

The outside area is huge! If someone doesn’t want to be around smoking then they can walk away.
102. Everyone should have the right to be happy and content; especially when they are paying to be

there.

I do not feel that people are respectful of the current smoking policy. I would prefer not to have
smoke puffed in my face as I make my way to class. This is a beautiful campus, and is a great place

103. for a student to walk and relax between classes. I feel that the smoking detracts from the beauty ______

and the whole experience here.
Thank you

104. Do not stop at smoking. stop chewing tobacco also. Lets have a tobacco FREE campus.

105 Maybe mark sections of campus where smoking is permitted. Smoking other than in the designatedareas woulde be a fineable offense.

It has been talked about a great deal to make CSI a smoke-free campus, and the time for talking is
106 over. Please make the campus a smoke-free environment. What is the problem? Everyone knowsthat smoking and even second-hand smoke is harmful to I~ealth. Please stop talking about it and do

the right thing!

107. In regaurds to question #8 the only problem that I see is the butts they leave every where.

108. Banning smoking is facist
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109 while I’m trying to walk to my classes alls I smell -is smoke. It’s like it has stained the -air. I canunderstand that manypeople have the habit but I can hardly stand being around the smell.

I Feel like most people that smoke here on campus are pretty considerate but when i see a pregnant ______

~ ) 110. women smoking on campus i get pretty upset and i dont want to see it- more ash trays would be a _____

good idea.

~ AbsolutelyCigarettes kill - smokers & second-hand smoke victims

112. I would like to see a smoke-free on CSI campus. Iwould like to breath clean air ,on campus.

113 I don’t smoke and the campus should be smoke free campus since smoking is a danger toeveryones health including the smoker

I enjyoy living in a democratic society. This icludes where I go to school. I do not appreciate people ______

114. trying to make decisions for otheres. Especially social ones such as this. Put your focus on other [~~i~j
things. This is sad.

115. smoking by the enterences is rude and inconciterite

116 Walking anywhere on campus I always get hit with smoke in the face. I hate it and many others doas well.

117 If people want to smoke, let them. It’s a free country; people are usually really considerate whenthey do smoke. So let them.

The smokers on Campus tend to be understandable. I have never ran into anyone who doesn’t
118 smoke where there isn’t much traffic.• Maybe designated smoking areas would benefit campus, but I have never ran into anyone that is

inconsiderate.

i like that we have a 20-foot rule for smokers, but 20 feet isnt that far, and not a lot of smokers
119. fallow that rule anyway. i wish we had some soft of consequence for smokers who smoke so close to

the buildings.... I want a smoke free campus! Yeah-Whoo!

Results of smoking affects all the community in many ways. We cannot always see but working
within the county goverment I have seen the high cost of medical treatment due smoking. Plus why

120 encourage a habit that will affect us all some way or another. I presume the high cost of fire• insurance would probable go down if you had a non-smoking campus. This money could be utilized ~‘-~--

in other areas to benefit the college.
Thank you and have a great day.

I am extremely tired of always walking through a group of smokers, who are smoking, just to get to
121. the door of the buildings!! And when I come out I have to walk through them againll The worst

place for this is the North/east door to the library!! I would support a smoke free campus 100%.

I don’t like all the smoke at CSI, especially outside the buildings. People stand right outside the
122 doors to the buildings and smoke so to get in or out the door we have to right through all thesmoke. It is very annoying. I wish they would smoke farther away from the buildings or not smoke L~cVLBW~

at aU.~on the campus.

123. No smoking on campus period. It takes away from the beauty of the campus. NO SMOKING.

124 It is a huge problem. No one obeys the 20 feet away from the door rules, and I think it is a hugedisturbance.

We are all adults on campus, I am a smoker I don’t do it around non-smokers and I don’t plan to go _____

125. off o. campus to have a smoke. I don’t think that smoking will be banned very long if it Is put into [~WeW~]
effect, most smokers will not stop anyway and I feel like this is more of a waste of time.

126. Let them smoke in the designated areas and leave them alone. This is rediculous. ______

I don not believe that CSI should completely ban smoking on campus but i feel that there should be
127 designated smoking areas away from the buildings. It is very irritating when i enter one of thebuildings and there is someone standing right next to the door smoking becasue they do not want to

be late for class but they need Cigarette.

128 from my experience at CSI, the current guidelines for smoking on campus are never followed. i thinkCSI needs to do away with smoking all together.

Even though there are signs on all the buildings that say smoking is prohibited within twenty feet
there are still people who stand right outside the doors and smoke away. I find it especially bad at ______

129. the library were there is outdoor cover to stand under, I try to hold my breath long enough to get _____

through the door to avoid the two or three smokers that seem be perpetually standing there. I think
it would be great if CSI became a smoke-free campus.
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130. 1 definitely agree with the smoke-free campus. It would be tiealtftlerfor everyone involved. i~%~Wi’J

131 It’s just so nice to walk outside the building and into a rather unappealing cloud of smoke. College isto get smarter. Not Dead.

132 I don’t have a problem with the few smokers there are on campus. They pay enough money in taxesthat we all profit from.

I am tired of trying to enter a building for class and a group of people out front smoking and I have
1 ~3 to walk through their haze. We wouldn’t put up with people who chew to spit their chew on us, so

why do we put up with having to smell others smoke that is a threat to our health due to their
second hand smoke?

I have seen smoking rob people of their money and youth. Now children are being exposed at home,
134. its being linked to asmtha and a rash i have seen on children from a smoking families. Yes, its worth

taking a stand for here at CSI and for their families.

135 detest walking out of a building and into billowing smoke. CS! needs to enforce current rulesprohibiting smoking within a certain distance of campus buildings.

I think school campuses being smoke free is very positive. It sends a message to young adolesence
to not pick up the habit. Why is it acceptable on college campuses? Don’t we want to send the same
message to those young adults transitioning from high school to college? With the life change of
becoming an independent adult, don’t we waht to support good choices, like no smoking? On
another note, being a non-smoker I think those that choose to smoke should find somewhere to
smoke that doesn’t expose those who don’t smoke to second hand smoke. We make the choice to
not smoke, but by allowing them to smoke where they please takes away our decision not to, by
exposing us to their smoke.

The smokers should be allowed to have a designated location to smoke, but too many of them
137 continue to smoke right next to the buildings where students walk to and from class. It gets reallyannoying that we ~ll have to be a part of a choice they have made for themselves. I chose to be

smoke free and they should respect my rights as a non-smoker.

I would support a smoking or a non-smoking campus. Though an unhealthy habit, I feel as adults
we have the choice to either smoke or not. I don’t think it fair to tell someone they cannot smoke ______

138. because it Is unhealthy and allow other students to walk around with piercings in every place _____

imaginable. I realize body pierdngs do not adversly affect the lungs of fellow students, but you can’t
cite one group as being deviant and not another.

Smoking sucks. It is a huge problem at CSI and there is enough smoking elsewhere in the world
that the least people could do is not smoke right where people walk so that whenever I walk out of

139. class, that is the first thing I breath. I absolutely hate it. I know people have a right to smoke, but
not if it is hindering everyone else around them. If they want to die of the black lung, that’s their
thing. I would rather not inhale their death and get black lung myself. EEWWl!

140. I hate to walk outside and be surrounded by a cloud of smoke while walking between buildings.

I get so pissed when I walk out of classes and inhale tons of smoke. It isn’t enforced on campus and
141 justs~use they want to get cancer fc5rm their cigs doesn’t mean the rest of us need to get it. They ~have the right to do it, just shouldn’t be affecting others around them with it. That INFRINGES ON

MY RIGHTS!

142 Q: 10 “...support Do we have a choice? Support, as in taxes, as in attendance, as in???? What apoorly worded question.

I beleive that smoking is a choice however I do not think that It is a choice that should be made for
other people. As a former smoker anytime that I even smell cigarette smoke I get a terrible
headache. When I walk by ashtrashs the same thing happens. There are days that this affect plays a

143 huge role in my ability to think and concentrate. If people want to smoke they shoudl go sit in theiracrs with the windows roiled UPl and pollute their air and only hurt or kill themselves. I beleive that
more should be done to control smoking on campus also the cigarette butts that are found on the
ground take away from the beauty of the campus.
Smokers should be ticketed and fined (if not worse) for smoking or littering on campusl!!

I think that everyone has a right to smoke as long as it doesn’t Infringe on upon other people. I hate
walking out of buildings at CSI because instead of smellin~•the fresh spring air I have no choice but

144 to inhale other people’s shit: I personally think that there is no positives to smoking period. So CSIshould become a smoke free campus because it will show that we are a more earth friendly campus
and this will help with all of the other people who choose not to die an early death. PLEASE do
something about this problem!

145 I have never smoked and don’t think that other non-smokers like me should have to deal with thesecond hang smoke that we run into just going to class everyday.
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The biggest problem believe is when I’m walking to class and cveryone is -stitting in front-of the
146 doors even though they are supposed to be so many feetaway from the door. They are right infront of the doors and the smoke smell travels with whoever is walking into each building. I don’t

‘ think their habbits should effect everyone else.

147 Being a leader in the community, CSI should set the bar and be an example by going to asmoke-free campus.

148 At my old school there were designated shelters that were made available for smokers. There werealso cans available for cigarette stubs. compromises were made,

This is a nice gesture, but maybe you should be more concerned with weed in the dorms
149.

Really

150. make smokers go further away from the building

151 Smoking areas seem to be right oUtside the doors to the buildings, this is exposing me to secondhand smoke everytime i have to walk into a building.

152 ~ CSI is recognized as place to learn about health care, then lets go the final step and becomesmoke free. I realize that smoking is a personal choice and a very difficult habit to break.

153 I hate to smell and sometime i cough when people were in class. Sometime it cause me to have abad headache from smell bad when they smoke

154. People are going to be exposed to second smoking regardless if we make csi a smoke free campus. [9rj~fl
155 would like to see CSI become a smoke free campus- I personally am highly allergic to the smell ofIt.. So makes it very hard to go into a building when students are all around the entry way smoking..

156 I think that smoking allowed on campus sends a bad message to the younger potential CSI - ______students.

157 I smoke outside and believe it should be outside,but taking away personal decision for an adult is animfraction of my rights

i feel there should be designated smoking areas. I dont personally enjoy walking down the sidewalk
and passing through a group of smokers who are far enough away from building entrances but are
still an issue to the general public.I think by limiting smoking to certain areas it would limit _____

158, unwanted and unexpected second hand exposure as well as help avoid exposure to those who have [fle~fl
sensitive senses or even medical conditions which require avoiding smoke. I dont think the smoking
is a huge issue on campus but being a non-smoker every little bit helps. thanks for asking and
taking time to put together this survey.

The signs all over say 20 feet from the building. they don’t do this for the most part. It is wrong that _____

159. those of us who have chosen a smoke free lifestyle for a reason have to walk through smoke to _____

enter almost any building on campus.

160 It would be better if people wouldn’t smoke by the doors. There is always a big crowd of peoplesmoking by the library entrance. Maybe if the benches were moved away...

Even though smoking signs are posted outside of buildings, one has to often walk through a wall of
smoke and smokers standing outside the entrances. Maybe I am more bothered by the smoke

161. because of my allergic reaction to it, but it would be nicer if smokers could smoke out in the parking
lot away from school entrances--the smell still comes into the buildings and is not a very inviting
odor upon entering a building.

162 it’s discusting to walk into a building when a person is standing at the door and smoking. that is asmell that i do not want to smell at all

163 Even with the 20’ away from the building smoking area, you have to walk through where people aresmoking to get to the building. Smokers are very rude to just toss their cigarette butts anywhere.

As a former smoker, I now notice te smell more than I ever did before I started. I quite a couple
years ago, and since avoid the smell like the plague. The clean-air rules are never obeyed and the

164. front of the canyon building at any given time reeks of cigarettes. I would definitely support a smoke
free campus, except over by eagle hall. The students who live there should have the right to smoke
outside their home, but with strictly enforced no smoking ~Peas around the doors.

I AM VERY TIRED OF WALKING INTO AND OUT OF CSI BUILDINGS, INCLUDING THE GYM, AND
~ HAVING PEOPLE SMOKING JUST OUTSIDE THE DOORS. IT DOESN’T MATrER THAT THEY OUR

OUTSIDE THE BUILDING, WHEN THE WIND BLOWS THE SMOKE COMES INTO ANY OF THE
BUILDINGS AND LEAVES A TERRIBLE SMELL IN THE BUILDING AND ON US.
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166 As long as itis done outside or in areas that are designated for smoking then thereshouldn’t be aproblem.

I think that the smoking ‘rules’ on campus are uninforced. Although it states that you should be 20
167 feet from the entrances most people do not do that. Also there is nothing that keeps people fromsmoking near open windows. So in the warmer months cigarette smoke can be smelled in some

rooms.

168 Unsure how to enforce a smoke-free campus, also unsure how this will impact future communityrelations and enrollments.

i dont mind the somke alot but if we could like make people not smoke at the doors where everyone
169. is going in or out of the buildings that would be better. or we could just build little smoke huts

around campus that they can go into and smoke.

170. To much smoking and it kills people

The smoking is especially bad by the Meyerhoffer building. Every time you walk in or out of the
171. building you get a big whiff of smoke. I think that possibly doing areas that are contained for

smoking would be a good idea. This is something Dell has done and it seems to work well,

Keeping the smokers 20 feet from the doors just means you have to walk THROUGH the smoke to
172; get to the doors. It would be very helpful if this problem, at least, could be solved. A smoke-free

campus would be wonderful.

Smokers have made such a mess in front of the Shields building that It has become an
173. embarrassment. Trying to walk in the main door of the Shields building on many mornings means

walking through a smelly, nasty, cancer infested haze. If restaurants can ban smoking so can CSI.

174 why should I have to walk into a building through a wall of smoke. There are ash trays all over but [~[èW~most are NEXT to the main doors Not the 20 feet required.

I think somking on campus should be prohibited because every time someone enters any building
175 you have to walk by the smoker and you inhale second hand smoke any way. Plus, there are littlekids that come to either the main campus and the other out reach campuses for different things i.e.

kids college or with their parents for certain reasons or for child care.

I believe it is a heavy hand and over moralizing to ban smoking from campus. In my general
observation, smokers are respectful of others. Leave the choice open. It would also cost time and 4

176. money to enforce such a rule. We are an open institution that must respect md. rights. A ban would
seem judgemental and I question that a religious influence would be behind such a decision, not the
general welfare of others,

I am sick of having to walk through carcinogenic air everytime I use the library or enter the shields
building. Other campuses (kansas community colleges) have eliminated smoking from camups
altogether. What are we afraid of?

Two years ago we tried to go smoke free here at CSI. Why did senate not make it happen? Let’s try
aqain. Most students on campus do not smoke, 80% according to the last survey. People do get
cancer and die from inhaling second hand smoke. Oregon is passing a law to make it illegal to

177. smoke in a car with children.

Also, I hope the new hut at the entrance to campus will have signs saying that it is not indended as
a smoking hut. What is senate willing to do to make this a smoke-free campus besides surveys? Talk
to the board and faculty? Put posters up? Let’s take a student vote!

This is a very important health issue. No student.who really cares about their health or visitor ot our
campus should mind that we are going smoke free. Please do something.

My reason for wanting a smoke-free campus is due to the fact that I have a high sensitivity to
cigarette smoke, very nearly an allergic reaction. Because of scarring in my lungs due to a severe
illness I had several years ago, the irritants in cigarette smoke cause me to cough involuntarily.
Sometimes, large amounts of cigarette smoke cause me to cough so violently it brings up blood. I’m
embarrassed by my reaction to smoke, especially when the smoker is aware of it, because I fe@l like

178. those who smoke think I’m trying to send them a message. The truth is, their lifestyle choices are
their own to make, but they affect me a great deal, even in. the classroom. (It’s difficult to
concentrate on a lecture when a student brings in lingeri4smoke and most of my attention is
redirected to just trying to breathe.) While I respect everyone’s right to make thier own choices, I
truly hope that CSI will be able to change campus to a smoke-free one. Thank you for letting me
share my voice in this matter.

(.
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Well it kind of bothers inc a little that the designated smoking is right outside the entrances and if
someone has smoked there recently you catch a good wiff of cigarettes, especially that smoke

7/ ~ 179 depository. However, there aren’t really any other places to move those smoke spots to. It would be
) nice if the campus was smoke free because cigarettes kill and this would be more motivation to quit.The hospital went smoke free not too long ago, this is a good step in the right process, I think CSI

should follow.

180. Perhaps smoking area’s should be placed through out the campus.

I walk over to the Library. When someone is smoking under the upper level overhang, particularly
on the east, the smell is overpoweringly unpleasant. I never appreCiate having to smell another

181. persons smoke. I also often walk around the campus for exercise. I purposely avoid anyone who is
smoking so I don’t have to smell their smoke. It is most annoying, unpleasant, and unhealthy. I
strongly encourange and support a smoke free campus.

I am going to be eligible fo retirement soon. I am thinking about taking some classes at CSI after
182. retirement. I would certainly support a smoke free campus, and would also appreciate it. It is

annoying for me even outdoors to be near people who are smoking.

It is not just the smoke.., it is also the awful smell that lingers on the persons clothes and breath. I
183. do not attend classes, but work at a building on campus and often have opportunity to be involved

- in stuff happening on campus...

The smoking situation at the Library is TERRIBLE! One has to walk through a gauntlet of smokers to ______

184. go in the door. I applaud the college conducting this survey and sin~erely hope that the campus _____

goes smoke-free.

I feel banning smoking in buildings and within so many feet outside each building is adequate. I do
not feel the whole campus needs to be smoke-free any more than any other open area. I feel we are
to the point of dictating and discriminating against a specific group of people. We should continue to
educate, but not dictate and discriminate. Are we going to have people weigh in before lunch and

185 then direct them to the ‘appropriate food’ for their BMI? That seems equal to a smoke free campusin my mind. Eliminating smoke related illnesses from their health insurance coverage seems it would
be more effective and serve ever~,’one in decreasing the costs of smoke related health care to those
of us who do not smoke.

And, who is going to enforce such a smoking ban? Seems ineffective and discriminatory to me.
Can we paint a line to show exactly where 20 ft is at each door way

186.

Unfortunately I once was a smoker and now have to use 2~different inhalers. I have been a non
187 smoker for over ten years.My problem is, simply walking by smokers near the building can cause anasthma attack. Even if noone Is there I can still smell the nastiness. I say if people absolutely have

to smoke it should be at the far end of the parking lots not near the buildings at all!

I think the main problem is that too many people smoke too cldse to the entry ways. Even though _____

188. many of these people are at the designated 20 feet from the building, they stand right in the main j!~1W9
pathway and generally the smoke makes its way back to the entryway. I think the best solution
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would be to clesignate a spot for smokers not so close to the main paths and a little further away
from the entry ways.

189. As long as it stays outside and there is not too much of it, i am fine C
It is very irritating when you walk of of a building only to have a group of 3-4 smokers standing by

190. the door(closer than 20 ftjblowing smoke at the us. One solution would be to move the smoking
benches away from the front of the shields builing and actually enforce the Idaho Clean Air Act.

191 I am a smoker, always trying to quit. I did quit smoking on campus a year ago and it has greatlyimproved my efficiency at work. I completly support a smoke free campus!!

There is no need for the smokers to block the entrance to the library polluting the air for everyone
192. that has to enter. If they want to smoke the can do it in their car or at home, but not in my

face ! ! I! I! ! I! ! ! ii! I! II! I!! II! I! !l!l!l!

193. smoking is really fucking bad for you

It is frustrating walking out of every building and having smoke blown in your face. There definitely
needs to be no smoking on the campus. I reserve the right not to smoke or have it blown in my

194. face. Those who do smoke, choose to shorten their lives, and I have chosen not to shorten mine.
The smokers should have no say as to my decision and I should not have to be surrounded by the
smokers of CSI.

i think that there could be designated smoking areas, like where the construction is goin on behind
the Shields building... i don’t like that the smoking area by the Meyerhoffer building is right next to
the door, and I think that is one of the main concerns for non-smoking students and faculty.. it

195 should be moved out to the lawn, or over to the table and bench section on the side of thebuilding.., another thing, is that at registration, little pamphlets about the rules of smoking on
campus could be given out...one of the main smoking policies should be that if you smoke, then
don’t litter our beautiful campus with the butts... it isn’t hard to put the butt in your back pocket, or
carry it to the nearest trash receptical...

When people smoke around campus, they smoke right in front of the doors, so when you walk by ______

196. you get this hu~e gust of smoke in your face. I can’t stand the smell of smoke. I really makes me ______

sick!

197 Ban all smoking or risk losing students. The filtering of smoke Is a choice I make not to endure, soplease releive my stress and ban smoking from the campus.

198 I think there needs to be 50 feet from entryways instead of 20 because most people only go about10 feet as it is, maybe if the sign says 50 they will go out to 20-30 feet instead.

Smokers need to pick up their trash and need to relize that stepping out the door isn’t 50 feet. On a
199. side note: Smokers probally cause most of the fires that are started by the freeway because they

throw their lit cigarettes out the window and start the fires.

Even when I was a smoker the smell of smoke would disgust me. I never smoked in public places in ______

200. fear of being judged, and I didn’t feel it was fair to impose second hand smoke onto others. I only [~1~~j
ask the same respect from people who do smoke now.

I can’t stand walking to class and go through clouds of cegarette smoke and breathibg it in and also
201. smell like it too. I take pride in my body i should not have to suffer because other don’t care about

their body let alone othersl

202. Letthem kill themselves and not take me with them. _____

203 i hate walking around and breathing in smoke from other people all the time and I think actionshould be taken.

I think that the campus should have designated areas for smokers because none of them go by the
20 foot rule they smoke right in front of the door where people have to walk in and out of. SUCH AS
THE LIBRARY. since we have the clean idaho act then we reallly need to act on it cause nothing is ______

204. being done to inforce it. and by having those certain areas at least 20 feet away from the buildings fr~4~w21
then no one will complain, people that want to smoke can smoke and the people that dont want to
deal with it dont have to. i dont think that we will be able to make it a smoke-free campus because
so many people smoke but it would be great if it was. thank you

Although I do not smoke, many do. Even though I would (upport a smoke free CSI campus, I
205 believe it would deter many people who do smoke from going to the CSI campus because theywould feel it is a free country. I agree with them but I do also believe that it is our right to not have

to breathe in second hand smoke.

206. I would definitely enjoy a smoke-free campus.
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207. there are no more cars - if they MUST smoke, then they could but they would have to walk out to
the boonies to do it!

208 I get really sick when I’m around smoke so it would definately be good if smoking was prohibited oncampus or if there were a certain area for smokers to smoke...

I feel that if someone wants to smoke in the open air they should be able to do so without authority
209. hindering them. If they want to smoke that is their problem, they just shouldn’t be blowing it in my

face. Then we will have a problem.

To take away smoking privelages from smokers would be unconstitutional. If people are worried or
concerned about second-hand smoke, that’s why most people walk by giving unapproving glances.

210. For some, like me, smoking is a stress relief, and a lot of the stress is from classes and instructors.
So instead of trying to ban smoking on CSI’s campus, or creating designated areas, people should
just do what they’ve always done; stare and judge.

Even if they didn’t demolish smoking on campus, I would appreciate them restricting the areas of
211. smoking. When you can’t even breathe as you walk in a building because of smoke, there is a

problem.

please consider offering a quit smoking program on the campuses. please check into
212~ Nancy Caspersen’s “Quit and Live” Tobacco Cessation Program. She does on-site classes and it is

very popular throughout Idaho. her website is www.QultAndLive.net

213. i think there should be a place where just smokers could go. fli~1

214 If you take smoking off campus You might aswell take overeaters,sugar eaters,people that eat withopen mouths,and people with different colored hair. Thats the way I feel and it sounds STUPID

215 Being a former smoker, I now hate the smell of smoke. It is just so nasty, and people are always.smokeing right by the doors to buildings, its just gross!!

I really hate when I am walking to class and I get bombarded by smokers outside of every door I
try to use. I am a vocal music major and the smoke is harmful to my singing voice as well as very

216. unhealthy. I think that CSI should be s smoke free campus. It would benefit everyone. I think some
people might even quit smoking because it would be too much of a hassel to go off campus to
smoke between classes.

People don’t often honor the law that they must be 30 feet from doorways. Even if they do, it’s not
217 worth a lot if they’re 30 feet from the doorway but along the pathway that everyone must take toenter or exit a building. This is especially a problem at the northern entrance of the Mêyerhoeffer

Building.

i think that enforcing the ZOft rule or how ever far its. people smoke right outside of the doors! start ______

218. with enforcing the rules that are already there! being an ex smoker you cannot stop people from (.~i~ieWi1
smoking that will cause a huge uproar. enforce the rules already in place

If there is a problem with smoking or people complaing, designate areas for smoking. Even though
219. buildings say stay so many feet away from the buildings no does, especially when its cold outside.

Try investing in smoke rooms or something like you see at airports and businesses.

i dont smoke but i dont mind people smoking because if they want to they can do it i think Is bad _____

220. that they have to wait thought all class with out a smoke because if they are addicted they wOnt be jP~t~!l
able to consentrait because of there addiction

221. none -

222. i want to smoke _____

I think that we need to make this campus smoke-free because even though there was a no smoke
223. within 20ft of the building entrances policy, you still have to walk by and you still inhale the smoke.

Also everywhere I go I see cigarette butts on the ground.

224 People need to stop crying about everything in life. Second hand smoke can affect people, but youcan never can change the true smokers. So just leave us alone.

225 a person should be able to smoke where ever they want ou~side and the policy to stay twenty feetform the door is perfect F

226 More ashtrays around might help stop the mess. But DON’T take away my stress reliever or I maynot be back.
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I do believe that non smokers do not deserve to be unwillingly eXposed to second tand smoke, but I
beleive that it is descrimination of smokers to completely ban it on campus. Smoking is a serious
addiction, and smokers do not deserve to be penalized because they smoke. I believe that more
support for smoking cessation should be offered, and a designated smoking area’ should be (

227 established. That way, people who do smoke have somewhere to go, and those who don’t can avoidthe smoking area if it bothers them. College can be a stressful time in one’s life, and I believe
alienating smokers because they have a bad habit that maybe they don’t have the strength to
overcome, would discourage people who do smoke from attending. Smoking should be treated as
any other addiction would be (ie., alcohol, drugs, eating disorders, etc.). Addiction is a disease, not
necessarily a choice.

228. It would be nice to have CSI offer smoking cessastion classes free to the general public.

HATE HAVING TO WALK INTO THE LIBRARY WITH A LAST GASP OF SECOND HAND SMOKE WHEN I
229. COULD BE BREATHING FRESH AIR. PLUS IT IS A CONCERN FOR PEOPLE LIKE MYSELF THAT HAVE

ASTHMA!

230. this smell and trash that come from around the smoking areas are disgusting

I would like to see no more smoking right by the buildings. There are always a lot of people sitting
231. outside the doors smoking waiting for classes., and they just throw their ciggarette butts, it’s

disgusting.

I support the right for people to smoke, but no one, under any circumstance should be forced to
232. endure second-hand smoke. If a person is required to be on campus, they should not have to avoide

certain areas or worry that they will be exposed to smoke.

233. Please and thanks.

I hate going to the library and before walking in i have to walk through a wall of smoke. Even
234. though posted on the door if not to smoke with in 200 ft of the entrance. This is aggrivating to mel I

feel like it is an infringment on my rights.

235. To question #10...absolutely! I would deeply appreciate it! Thanks for being thoughtful and asking.

I think that it was a great idea in 2004 to have the rule that smokers need to be at least 20 feet
away the doors. There are still problems with that. People who don’t smoke, like myself, don’t really

236. like to smell it. I realize that this is about of our society, but since I am also pregnant I don’t want fJ~WK (
my unborn child to receive the smoke as well since I am breathing in the air. Plus people liter the
ground with their cigarette butts everywhere and it’s not healthy for our environment.

Smoking is disgusting and everytime i pass by or enterthe building where someone is smoking i am
237 being exposed to the deadly chemicals. Being exposed to that much well i might as weel smokethen. It smell horrible and people shouldn’t be allowed to kill the rest of us just because they want

to kill themselveslll

Everyday when i come to school i come with a clean smell and leave smelling like smoke. I am
238. allergic to smoke and the rest of my day is determined by how many smokers sit next to the doors

of the classes.

As anon-smoker I feel that the smoking situation has gotten out of have hand. The fact that there
are places to sit close to the doorways, acts as an enabler. For example, the benches outside of the

239. Meyerhoeffer building, attracts many smokers. A person can’t even walk into the building without
inhaling a bunch of secpnd hand smoke. I think that it is a shame that mine and other non-smokers
health is being jeopardized. Please rule in favor of a smoke free campus.

240 I hate having to walk down the “lane” to the library and smelling/inhaling the smoke. I shouldn’thave to hold my breath.

241 I’m going to end up getting lung cancer from all of the smokers on campus. At least enforce yourown rules about not smoking by entrances. Specfically shjelds and, desert and fine arts buildings.

I think smoking huts might help but for the most part, students, myself included, smoke on the go. I
think that the smoking bench In front of the Meyerhoffer building should be moved elsewhere.

242 Smokers should go elsewhere so that people walking into the building wouldn’t have to walk throughthe smoke. Smoking sections should be In open areas that don’t hold the smoke in. I’d like to be in a
protected environment where I don’t have to get wet when..the weather is bad, but I don’t think
non-smokers should have to suffer for it.

243. People go to college to learn, not to get cancer.

There are cigar and cigarette butts strewn all over the campus grounds. The smoking areas around _____

244. most of the buildings are right at the entrances, so non-smokers get subjected to the second-hand ~ (
smoke just to get to and from classes, the library and other functions.
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I do not encounter 411-mannered smokers bert & CS1. The -ever-age smoker is -no different than ny
other average person... as long as they are courteous and aware of the comfort and safety of

245 others, I cannot imagine why anyone would be so petty as to tell adult Americans they cannot) smoke cigarettes outdoors away from others. If people wanted to start using illegal and other-- - -- mind-altering substances 20 feet away from campus buildings, then I would consider others to be
deservedly offended and even in danger.

The smokers on campus have areas they are restricted to and most of them honor that. Meanwhile,
246. I’m more concerned about littered gum because gum chewers don’t seem to be able to find garbage

cans. I seldom see a butt on the ground at the college.

The smokers on campus often smoke right outside the doorways to get into the buildings; this ______

247. happens especially in the wintertime, but this is also a common occurence during the other seasons j~lW~I
as well. I would appreciate a clean and clear path on my way to class.

Do not like how the ashtreys for smokers are right in front of the doors where people who do not
248 smoke have to walk by and breathe it. Also do not appreciate smokers standing right by enterancedoors smoking. Not all of us smoke and do not wish to breathe in second hand smoke as it is more

harmfull than smoking -

I do not think smoking on campus is a huge problem, but I do think that there should be smoking ______

249. stations or areas where smoking is allowed. I hate walking into or out of a building and people _____

standing by the doors are smoking and they blow smoke my way.

I see the 20 feet smoking signs, but then see people smoking rightoutside of the door. Their needs ______

250. to be shaded areas 20 feet away from all buildings so that people who do smoke have somewhere to P!~W1J
smoke comfortable but with out causing any one who don’t want to breath second hand smoke.

I work in the library and lam always forced to walk through a cloud of cigarette fumes on my way
251. to work. I would like for the entire entry way into the Meyer Hoeffer building to be considered the

entrance to the building.

I really want to see smoking get very limited espically when it comes to the entrances of builds
because the people that are smoking sit where the wind and the opening of the door pulls the somke
so that yo have to walk through the smoke and I am disgusted that the people do not care that they
are harming the health of the people that are around them. I understand from relatives that smoke

252 theat it is very addicitve and you have to smoke when the ugre comes, but if you are going to

) skome go somewhere else. The other problem that I have with smokers and smoking is that a lot of-- -, the smokers instead of using the desginated cigerette disposers they just flick their butts anywher,
and on washington where I cross the street it is disgusting because there are so many buitts and I
would like to see something done to reduce the amount of butts so that the enviroment will be
protected.

253 Leave the smokers alone it’s a big campus go somewhere else if it bothers you that bad. They haveas much of a right as non-smokers.

On the south side of the Shields Building, many people sit against the building and smoke. I think it
is a problem because they sit just around the corner from the entrance and when the wind blows,

254. the smoke lingers just outside the entrance of the building. That makes it hard for me to breathe
when-i walk through there. Also at the southwest entrance to the Meyerhoeffer building, I have seen
many people right beside the door smoking.

255. I think that this was a great idea. The smoking does bother me and affect my body. _____

Unfortunately, twenty feet away from the doors doesn’t stop smokers from standing on or near
256 sidewalks or next to the buildings so most of the time I’m still forced to walk through cigarettesmoke. Yuk!!!! There is also a problem with students thinking that they can spit there chewing

tobacco any and everywhere.

For too many people smoking is a huge stress release. To have to go off campus to smoke makes -

for more stress - it only excaberates the stress problem, leading to increased smoking rather than ______

257. less. This is still a free society and it is proven that second hand smoke is not as damaging as once ______

thought. It has more to do with perception and fact. And I smoked ro 30 yearsl Buried both parents
because of smoking! People still need to make their own choices.

258 I study alot at the library. I do not appreciate having to walk though a “hall of cig smoke” justbefore the entrance ways to the library. ,‘

259 People have the right to smoke anywhere outside. As long as there is no smoking inside otherstudents should back off the smokers.

- - -‘ 260. i find it gross that i have to walk through everyone elses smoke when i choose not to smoke.
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People shouldn’t be allowed to just sit tutside of ~ building to smoke, because those who don’t
.,~, smoke are having to walk through it and being exposed to second hand smoke. If they were just

smoking in not such a popular place, like outside of the entrance to a building, if there was anything
that could be done, it would reduce the risk of second hand smoke.

Smoking right outside the building (in my opinion) is nearly as bad as if it were inside the building
because we all have to walk through the smoke as we enter. It would be best to only allow smoking
in.a particular location if it’s not possible to make the campus smoke-free. Exposure to second hand

252. smoke is one of the worst forms of potential disease, cancer, and many other health problems.
Those of us who choose not to smoke should not have to take those, risks EVER at CSI. They are
ones that could easily be avoided if we were to move the smokers away from the entryways
completely. Thank you.

I think that its pretty gross when I walk into the building and I have to walk through a haze of
263 secondhand smoke. Especially since I am pregnant it is so much more important to me not to bearound second-hand smoke. If smoking is going to be allowed then maybe the ashtrays can be

moved to some place other than right next to the entryways.

There is a ton of fresh air and i dont think that because someone doesnt smoke that people who do
264. shouldnt be allowed to smoke. That is rediculousl If they dont like the smell and dont like smoke

walk away the campus is big enough!

I HATE having to walk through a choking cloud of stinky second hand smoke in order to get to my
265. classes. Even though there is signs posted that someone can not smoke within 20 feet of the

buildings, nobody obeys it. CSI should be absolutely smoke free!!!

People have a right to smoke but they really need to stay 20 feet from the doors, that would be
nice. Another sad thing about the smokers is that many just leave there cig butts anywhere, they

266. really need to find an ashtray. But if we limits people’s right to smoke what next are you going to
tell me I can’t eat a cheese burger because two out of 3 American are obese. Where does the -

madness end?

267 There is so many people suffering the second hand smoke effects, let’s have a free smokingcampus.

second hand smoking is a unresolved issue that needs to be dealt with. Every time thatl walk out of
268 class and out of the building there it is i inhale the disguisting fumes itis harmful to us people thatdont smoke why should our health be at risk because others dont care about theirs. If they want to

smoke it should be far away from he doors at the school, let them smoke in their cars, houses, ect..

I am a healthy person. When i approach the library or other buildings on campus often times i am
269. consumed by a billow of smoke. i don’t smoke, i don’t want to smoke, and i don’t think i should have

to inhale someone else’s bad habit!

270 If nothing more can be done, the school needs to be very proactive about keeping the smoke 20feet from the building, but maybe make sure that the 20 feet is not in the walkway for the buildings.

271. I would like to see this happen

It’s gross and unfair to have to walk past smokers to get into the buildings. Most of them don’t do _____

272. the twenty foot of a door/entrance and that’s not far enough away anyway. Smoke travels more
than that.

273. beacuse is worng

274. hate smoking let be rid of it once and for all!

.1 think we should all be able to walk around campus without having to smell someone else’s
275. cigarette smoke. As a prior smoker nothing makes me sicker to my stomach than smelling the

cigarettes again. Some students also smoke cigars and those are very rancid.

I believe the smokers were to smoke away from the doorways, if that is the cause they are very
276 disrespectful because they light up right there by the doorways and there are always a group ofthem. I beleive they should not be smoking there at the main doorways, it is inconsiderate espically

for those of us who suffer from asthma.

277 I don’t believe its possible to make the campus smoke free. The addiction to nicotene is to strong.instead make the smoking areas further from doors. F

I am not a smoker, nor do I like to be around it. However, there are many faculty and students who
do smoke, and making CSI a smoke free campus would be a pain in the neck for them. Perhaps

278 having designated smoking areas could limit the exposure of second hand smoke, though I don’t , - -know how effective that would be. I live in the dorms and I had a roomate last semester who
smoked. I would go on “smoke breaks” with her, and though there was an area out back with chairs
and a butt can, it was extremely cold in the winter. I would suggest having a room or heated area,
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or at least a tovered place for the smokers at the -dorms to ~o during the winter when it is -cold ~nd
snowing.

1 ) 279. I believe current non-smoking measures are appropriate.

280. It is absolutely horrible around the library and matrix - and the trash! [~EèW!]

CSI has a beautiful Campus, I know I helped plant many of the trees in the early 70’s, it should not
281 be used as someones, anyones, ash tray even if they trash their cigarette butts and many don’t, CSIshould have been smoke-free many year ago, it’s never too late to start. Also Second hand smoke

- KILLS Children, Studends, Teens and Adults.

I think that the no smoking within 20 ft of the doors should be enough. I do not believe that a
282. smoke free campus would be benifical and I think that it would not be fair to the smokers. Not only

do we have to be 20ft from doors but it puts us out in the open weather and singles us out

I support a smoke free world, however I realize that that is an unrealistic hope. I would support
283. designated smoking areas as many businesses and factories have resorted to. I quit smoking to get

away from the smoke and feel that smokers violate my right to clean air.

I am absolutely amazed that CSI has NOT made this beautiful campus a smoke free campus already.
I believe that it would set the standard for many colleges around to follow if they haven’t already.
Please do make this beautiful campus a smoke free campus. I hate it when I’m just going inside the

284. door to a building, and someone has left their cigarett left lit and it fill the whole door way entrance
full of smoke. I don’t have to be exposed to that, and I shouldn’t have to be, and if CSI would stand
up and put a stop to smoking campus wide I think that you would have a lot of support with the
students, and well as the community. St. Lukes did it come on so can you. -

I THINK THAT WALKING OUT OF A BUILDING INTO A CLOUD OF SMOKE IS RUDE AND
,~ DISRESPECTFUL, IF THERE WAS A SMOKE SHACK FOR THE SMOKERS TO GO TO THAT IS FAR
~ ENOUGH AWAY THAT IT ISN’T BOTHERSOME TO PASSER BYERS, AND STILL CLOSE ENOUGH FOR

THOSE WHO WANT TO GO OUT AND SMOKE WOULD BE A SENSIBLE COMPRIMISE.
- I do not agree with people smoking outside the doors of a lot of campus buildings. Why do they get

to choose whether I breathe in their second hand smoke or not? I don’t want to get cancer and I ______

286. feel like that when they smoke where I walk in and out of buildings and even in the parking lot the IrkV~Cw!]
take away my choice to not smoke and avoid cancer. Second hand smoke is worse then smoking

) yourself so why allow someone to do that to others?i just want to say that i don’t like smoke and i hate that i have to breath it at a school. almost every
287. time I walk towards a building there will be someone smoking right by the entrance. i will breath in

what the person just blow out.

I think it is time the smoking community be moved off the campus (staff, faculty and students). Too
many smokers are ignoring the 20 foot smoker setback from the building doors particularly when it

288. is cold outside. I work with two smokers and both of them ignore the 20 foot setback no matter
what time of the year it is. They actually prop the door to the building- open when they go outside to
smoke, filling the work area with second hand smoke. Enough is enough.

Pe.r~g~ally i dont have anything against people that smoke, but when it affects the rest of us, then i
289. have a problem. I absolutely hate coming out of a building and inhaling in someone else’s smoke.

It’s disgusting and disrespectful. And i dont want my clothes to carry the stench of it eitiher.

Before I had children I was a smoker so I understand what a hassel it is to have non-smoking areas.
290. However, now that I am smoke free I realize how offensive and hazardous the smoke is to

everyone. -

All of the smokers on the campus are curteous of those around them and i dont think that it is ______

291. enough of a problem to make them leave campus to smoke, so long as they are still unable to I~I1W~]
smoke inside any buildings.

The problem that I have mainly noticed is the smoking near the entrances of the buildings. It is
292. difficult to walk into the buildings when people are standing near the doors smoking without having

to breathe in the smoke myself.

293 I think there should be designated smoking areas. The only time I really smell the smoke is whenpeople smoke outside a building and the vents bring the sq~oke in.
fi

Everyone knows how bad smoking is. The only ones that will disagree are the smokers. No one
wants to give up a drug so easily if they are hooked. Both my parents smoked. My mother smoked

294 for 15 years and ouit when she became pregnant with me. My father never smoked around me.Herecently quit. Just because someone else has a habit it shouldn’t be inflicted on anyone else. Even
the people who smoke know they shouldn’t. Maybe the more places that refuse smoking on their
property the less likely people will light up. It is a legal drug.Just because something is legal doesn’t
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niake 4tgood for you.

I would completly support a smoke free campus!! lam sick of walking through smoke to get to the
library. And when the wind is blowing the smoke comes inside the Matrix!! I think more should be (

295. done besides moving the “ash trays’ the required distance from the door. It is also very distracting
in caiss to have the smoke smell on the person. The smell is very distracting and it makes me
queesy!!l

I am at the Rec center on campus regularly, and it makes me sick to walk outside and smell smoke
296. after working out. I have actually vomited because of this issue. The CS! campus is so beautiful, but

allowing it to be littered with cigarrette butts is just not beneficial.

297. Terrible vice

CS! is a college campus, while it is true that some high school students attend CS!, I believe that
having areas that people can smoke at out doors is enough to balance the concerns between

298 smokers and non-smokers. I am not a current smoker myself, but as a former smoker I would notwant to remove the legal ability of those to smoke if they choose to do so. The current rules that
have them smoking away from building entrances seems unobtrusive enough. If it is a problem then
I would suggest limiting the areas instead of banning smoking all together.

299. Fuck you Mormons

300. it seems as though I am entering a bar when i really am entering the library

The current smoking standards are not followed and I would very much like to see CSI be ______

301. smoke-free. I feel it would set a good example for the community, and bring awareness to this
issue.

Even though signs say you have to be 25 feet or so away from a building, many people still ignore
302 it. I notice the most problem right in the covered walkway of the library. Once you walk out of it andhead towards the Matrix, you are sure to get caught up in cloud of smoke. And for a complete

non-smoker, its the worst thing ever and you feel like you smell the rest of the day.

If need be make clearly designated areas for smoking. I have no idea if adamant smokers would
avoid CS!, but really it is a form of segregation. One more way to keep people on opposite sides of
the fence all in the name of health. Not that health isn’t important. But realistically there are not

303. enough smokers on campus to really create the necessary changes needed to actually make a
difference in air quality in the area. It isn’t about health it is about the stigma that comes with
smoking. So, compromise and build the little shelters like they have at Mount Hood Community
College in Oregon. Like the one in front of the Fine Arts building.

304 Let’s get this campus smoke free. It is about time. Faculty support it.Our health is important.

305. We can smoke in our cars.

306 I am sick of the smokke. Why should healthy students have to breath it? Make CS! smoke free!lNOW!! take a survey of students, faculty, and staff.

307 please~get the campus to be smoke free enviurment it will liable to kill me i am have a alurgeic tosmoke

I think that you all are making a mountain out of a mole hill. If someone has issues with secondhand
308 smoke, just avoid the smokers. You could just hold your breath if you have to pass them. On top ofthat, making the rules more rediculous will make more people angry than you may think. Be very

careful with your decision.

I am not really opposed to a smoke free campus. I am a very courteous smoker and do not smoke
near the building or around people. I realize that there are a lot of smokers who are not thoughtful ______

309. of others. I worry more about who is going to police this issue. Who and,how? What haØpens if ______

someone does smoke on campus what is the punishment and how many full time people will you
hire to police the issue. This really does become a bigger issue than people currently smoking.

310. its a personal choice to smoke this is america is there anything else that you would like to govern

I work in the Evergreen building and smoking really doesn’t seem to be an issue here, at least for
311. me. Second hand smoke really does bother me though anØ~~if it is upsetting students around campus

more should be done to prevent it. No one should have to smell/breath second hand smoke.

312. do not think there is a problem

i would totaly suport a smoke-free campus becasue the active smoking akes all of us pasive smokin _____

313. and it has the same damage in us also is pretty dislikable when you go outside a building like the ______

library and there is people ssmoking
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It really bothers me that I can’t go into a building without walking through a cloud of smoke. I don’t
314 want to take away their right to smoke but what gives them the right to take away my freedom tolive smoke free. I think that if you want to smoke then you should only be allowed to do so in your

own home so that people who don’t want to die of emphasima don’t have to.

315. 1 work on campus and fully support a smoke free campus, including parking lots.

Every time I walk to the library, as well as other buildings, I have to walk through a haze of smoke. _____

316. There are cigarette butts all over the lawn in front of the library, which cannot leave a good _____

impression for visitors to the campus.

317 the only reason why i say no is the fact they need moved away from the building and more of themin spots whare pip smoke more

A smoke free campus would not only provide a healthier environment for non-smokers, but it would
318. also benefit smokers who are currently working towards being smoke free. To some extent when

trying to quit smoking the saying “out of sight out of mind”, can be very true and beneficial.

If St. Lukes can be smoke free, the college can be smoke free. I hate walking around the campus
with some one elses cigarette smoke blowing in my face and into my lungs. The way they smoke in

319. the hallway outside of the library make it imposibble to get to the doors, I have to walk around
because they are smoking, polluting the air, and blocking my path. If they absolutely “need” to
smoke, they can go elsewhere!

smoking is one of the worst habits. it not only harms the smoker but also the people around them,
320. second hand smoke is a problem and if we could eliminate that from our campus it would be a very

positive change.

I have never smoked and do not like to be around people who are smoking. However, I have never
321 encountered a problem with smokers on campus. They are usually far enough away from buildingsthat I do not notice. We do have smokers who work in our building but they have always been very

courteous about exposing us to their smoke.

I am very uncomfortable walking through clouds of smoke as I approach building entrances.
322 However many feet you put the butt-kits there will still be offensive and dangerous smoke. It’sabout time the campus was made smoke free. And don’t fall for the line that enrollment will be hurt.

Bars the are smoke free are doing just fine - so should the campus.

I would love it if CSI was a smoke free campus and really, really enforced this. Even the whole 20 ft
323. away doesn’t work because some people don’t care or they are just plain stupid and don’t know

what 20 feet looks like. Make CSI a smoke free campus!!

The current regulations regarding smoking on campus does little to prevent second-hand smoke and
from my personal expirience is little to never enforced. Though smoking is a freedom to all so is the

324 right to clean air and a nicely maintained campus. More and more I see cigarett buts thrown ontothe lawns, into flowerbeds, and smeared on sidewalks. If smokers truely appriciated their right to
smoke one would think that they would likewise act in a demeener apropriate to maintain this right
they currently have.

If students want to smoke and deal with the consequences that come, then fine. Butt don’t
325. app?ëciate having to deal with problems with secondhand smoke. If they want to harm themselves, I

won’t stop them, but when their habit starts to harm others, it should be stopped.

I used to be a smoker for many years and have been an ex-smoker for 4 years now. I never really
knew how horrible it smelt. I hate walking by the Shields building because of the people standing _____

326. around or sitting on the window ledges smoking. It really stinks and messes up the lawn. If there is 1I~11
to be smoking on campus, it needs to be completely out of thearea, away from the doors and
sitting areas. It just doesn’t look very good for the campus.

327. Everyone I know supports a smoke free campus.

I am very against smoking on campus. I think it is a big problem outside the buildings. Every time I
$28. need to go either in or out of a building I have to walk through a cloud of smoke from the people

smoking just outside the door. I hate breathing it in because it makes me sick, and it stinks.

I realize that everyone has the right to smoke, however, what about the rights of those who do not
smoke and do not wish to be exposed to smoke in any way. I have allegies and smoking does affect

329. that. I am not saying that a person cannot smoke but whatl am saying is that there are others to
consider besides that one individual and if a majority does not smoke then what else can be said
besides... Majority Rules!

330. Smokers always congregate at entrances, make CSI a smoke free campus!

331. smokers gather at entrances, CSI. should become smoke free!
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332. Smokers are always at door ways, especially at the tneyeit,offer butiding. Please make CS1 a smokefree campus.

Get the smokers away from the entrances. Everytime I go to classes, I’m exposed to cancer causing
333. chemicals. Please help make Cs! a better smelling college, as well as eliminate cigarette butts from

on the side walks and in the parking lots.

I respect the rights of smokers, but I hesitate to extend those “rights’ into my own personal
space--specifically my personal health. It makes rio sense whatsoever, for example, to have a
smoking area that is 20 feet away from a door, but directly in the walking path such as is the case
at the library. Coming to the library from the center of campus, one often has to pass by smokers to
get to the door. The alternative is to walk off the sidewalk (and in to snow or mild or weather,
sometimes) to avoid second-hand smoke. I support limitations on where folks can smoke (nowhere
near buildings, for example, as smoke tends to get into the ventilation system easily). I would even
support a smoke-free campus.

335. smokers at entrances is out of hand, and rude.

336 I don’t think smoking has become a problem but I do think the designated smoking areas are still toclose to the buildings.

I don’t like the fact of walking from class to class and being outside where the air is supposed to be
fresh and having the smokers making it dirty. There are so many of them and alot of times they are
standing at the bottom of the sidewalks where the disposals are and in the winter when there is
snow that is the only place to walk on the sidewalk so you have to walk right past them. they have
no regard for anyone else, they will blow it right in your face as you walk past and not even think
twice about it. I quite smoking when I found out that I waS pregant and everytime that I have to
walk past these people it lets my baby smoke as well. Second hand smoke is twice as deadly as first
and I don’t appreciated having to breath it in as I go from class to class to get ahead In life.

The problem I have is that the rule is twenty feet or so from the door, so instead of being away from
the door they stand on the side and blow the smoke towards the doors or they move twenty feet
down but stand on the sidewalk and make it impossible to get into any door at CSI with out walking
through the smoke. It is there right to smoke but it is also my right to not have to breath it. If they
want to smoke then there should be a certain area where they can go away from the public. Most of

338 your business have a secluded spot for there employees to smoke that won’t come into contact withthose who don’t smoke. A smoke free campus would be great as well. You can not smoke on the
hospital grounds. Mesa, Arizona is a smoke free town. When I lived there you could not smoke
anywhere unless it was designated and if you did smoke outside the designated spot it was a ticket,
you weren’t even aloud to smoke with your windows down in your vehicle. This helped out alot of
people who have breathing problems. Please do fix the problem because I believe the smokers are
purposly blowing smoke towards the entrances of the buildings. Thank you.

~ smoking is not good for anybody, the person smoking, or the person breathing in the smoke of theperson smoking

I feel this campus needs to become a smoke free campus because too many people stand right out
side a doorway where it is posted that they must be 20 feet away from a door, and they don’t obey

340. the j~jj~es on campus. More needs to be done to stop this and maybe even prevent this. Jam tired of
walking out a door and smelling someones cigarette smoke and having them right outside the door
makes me upset. -

341. Hurry! My lungs are dyingl YES! Make this a smoke,free campus. Come on! You can do it! _____

342 Especially outside of the library. You have to walk through a wall of smoke to enter it from the eastdoors.

I have run into very few who smoke on campus. Generally, most who smoke do so between classes
far enough away from doors so as not to affect those coming or going. I have not had a negative
experience with a smoker. So if those smokers who attend campus are polite and smoking is still

~ legal, why should we penalize them? Beyond this I would really like to rant about something thatsome men on campus do that is extremely rude and I as well as many others detest=spitting on the
walkways! Maybe at a future date those who care may be able to institute a penalty or maybe
promote oral hygiene education for those who feel that whatever is in their mouth Is so gross that
they must perpetrate it on the rest of us.

344. or at least enforce smoking distance from doors better ~‘

345. I liked the idea two years ago of making it allowable outside the somewhat circular drive. ______

346 We should have support groups for people to quit. Not just for there health but also for therewallets. Now since gas has gone up they could use the extra money that they get from not smoking. (
347. none
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I appreciate the help that has been given -to limit-the exposure of second hand smoke, which was
provided by the federal government. But, I really don’t think these rules are being observed and

348 dealt with when there are students who still smoke near enterances. I am not just concerned about~ ) ‘ my own health but for everyone else who is a non-smoker here on campus!

- One concerned student -

education is our field how can we as an educated society, with the knowledge we have about the
349. harm smoking does to all, permit it:in our midst. Those that srtoke can do so in the privacy of their

homes and vehicles,

350. get rid of smokin at CS!

Although there are signs that there should not be any smoking within a certain area of the doors, _____

351. many times I have walked out of the doors to get smacked in the face with a cloud of cigarette
smoke. Not nice.

I have recently returned to CS! after serving as a paramedic in a large city. Most of the medical
problems I encountered were smoking related. From my experience I have concluded that smoking
is a pandemic that can only be cured by more education and insentive. I feel CSI has done a
wonderful job of reducing the exposure of second hand smoke to it’s students, however, I feel that a

352- smoke-free campus would be advantageous for both smokers and non-smokers alike. Non smokers
-. would be free of exposure and smokers will be privilaged with an added insentive to quit. The

insentive being the added hassel and therefor an increased desire to beat the habbit. Administration
shouldn’t fear students leaving and attenting schools that allow smoking because the tuition increase
they would encounter would further reduce their ability to afford the habbit. If students decide not to
quit smoking CS! is the only school in the area one can afford to attend and continue smoking.

I think that smokers should be considerate of others and do their be~t to not smoke around
non-smokers. A smoking section would be fair, but to say that somone can’t smoke anywhere on -

campus isn’t reasonable. Nonsmokers complain about their rights and in the process of defending
their rights, they trample the rights of smokers, who are not lesser people, or bad people, just

— — because they choose to smoke. I think that smoking indoors should be baned everywhere because

the nonsmokers cannot get away from it when its circulating inside. Out door smoking is not going
to created trapped smoke that nonsmokers are forced to inhale, if a nonsmoker walk~ by someone
who happens to be smoking, they are not going to inhale a significant amciunt of smoke.

I don’t see a lot of people complaing. The only thing smokers have to do is smoke far away from the
• buildings.

I hate walking onto buildings and having too walk through a group of smokers all standing by the _____

355 door consequently being forced to walk through all their smoke THey should at least be in their car _____

Not to mention all the cigarette butts on the ground

356. smoking is gross chewing is sweet

smoking is a matter of choice but also you need to remember those who don’t smoke do not want to
357. inhale somebody’s else smoke and also throw your butts in the trash no one likes to pick somebody

elses butt

358 If not smoke free, then push the smokers away fro door and entrances, at least 100 ft, so we don’thave to walk though clouds of smoke to enter buildings. . -

359. Smoke free campus today! _____

360 I do not like to come into or out of a building on campus and breathe in the smoke that is present -currently.

361 The smoking make me so sick easy. The smoke air give me nausea when I smell then I will get sicknext day and had been vomited because of smoking. -

362 I just think that it is really bad and really stink’s when they come outside or inside the classroom inall the classes that! have been taking at C.S.I. l Sincerely, Valerie Barker -

Although I believe smoking is not a good thing, it is still an individual’s right to smoke. However, I
do not think their right should infringe on those who do not smoke or are allergic to it. It is not the
best smell to linger on clothing or to have to walk through. I believe that some smokers are
discourteous and smoke too close to entrances. If someon€ asks them to take their smoking a little

363 further away they can get fairly nasty at times with their language. And some smokers are too lazyto even use the recepticals for cigarette butts. They have the attitude that the very world is their
ashtray. It is a hard decision with catch-22 implications this campus has to come up with regarding
smoking or not. Who would police the situation? Can it actually be enforced if a no smoking campus
is voted upon. In a perfect utopian world there would not be any smoking. I personaly find it
disgusting and unhealthy. I have known folks who have developed serious health issues from
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smoking. T do not believe the campus should turn into a poflce -run ~stablishrnent where the -rights of
individuals are taken away. There is also another aspect to consider. We are a community college
and garner thousands of dollars in community support. Something with this big of a scope should be
brought before the whole community. After all, it will effect them also. All of you who are working on
this have my prayers - or perhaps I should not say that because it may offend someone.

smoking isa very repulsive habit and i think it would be great to have a smoke-free campus. an idea
364. would be to have some sort of free counseling or some sort of program to help students quit

smoking. just a thought

365. I thought it was a non smoking campus, The rules just need tQ be better enforced.

I don’t think that smoking 20 feet from the building does anything. For instance, there are tons of
people who smoke closer, and even for tho~e who do smoke away from it any none smoker can get

366 the effects of second hand smoke. Maybe CSI Instead of trying to ban smoking on campus, becausethat would cause a lot of problems. We should have a designated smoking area. Something that will
allow smokers to still smoke, and also provide safety for those who don’t smoke. Honestly I think
this would be the only plausible way.

367. I was appalled at the amount of people who smoke when I first started attending school at CSI.

368 In front of the library it is really bad. There is cigarette butts all over the ground in front of theshields. Jam all for banning smoking on campus, I think it is a real problem.

I get my dose of lung cancer every time I walk into the sheilds building. The smokers hang out there
369. all the time. It is really gross, the wind blows just right and I start to cough, and I can smell it in the

class rooms with the smoker kids. I don’t really like it.

I feel that the current smoking areas are adequate. People will not want to goto a college that is non
370 smoking because, whether you like it or not, it is a form of relaxation and a tension reducers formany. Being able to have a cigerettte before a test releives the pressure.most people use the ash

tray that are available. The current sisuation is fine, leave it alone!

371. It is nauseating to smell the cigarette smoke when someone has put it in the smoke bins.

372 This is a great concern for me to see so many students who still are smoking even though they areaware of the harm they are causing to themselves and others.

I think it is wrong that children who come to CSI with their parents, must walk through smoke to get ______

373. to the buildings!! Some of the kids are only afew weeks old, and their singe parent must bring them i!~c.~j
with them!!! I would love a campus wide smoking banl!!

It is so disgusting to see the cig. butts all over-it Is littering!! I should not have to smell or inhale
any second hand smoke ever! Smoking takes away my right to Not Smoke!

Although there is the required distance from building entrances that smokers must maintain, second
hand smoke is still unavoidable at that distance. Particularly outside of the Shields building, where
smokers often sit on the side of the building, right next to the entrance ramps. In order to get into

375. the building, I find myself often having to walk through a cloud of smoke. I feel stupid holding my
breath to avoid inhaling the smoke from a habit that I myself do not participate in, but if that’s the
onlyiVay to protect my own lungs, I will continue to do so. But it would be much preferred if I could
walk to my classes and enjoy the fresh air with every step.

376. The worst place for second hand smoke is right outside the main entrance to the library.

Yes I am a current smoker. I believe that all smokers should have the right to smoke anywhere, but
377. I also believe in non-smoker rights as well. I think we just heed to come up with a compramise for

both smokers and non-smokers, instead of taking sides.

During the time of year which I go to school the weather is cold. If the college would build an
enlosed bench to smoke in, and have it positioned away from the doors and main path of walking. _____

378. Inside the building would be a garbage can and but-can. Also providing a source of heat, gas fire _____

place, and good ventilation. If these building were near the main buildings, dorms, Sheilds,and Eagle
for example would salve the problem of people walking by the second hand smoke.

I would definitly support a smoke free campus. I am tired of walking through smoke to go through
379. door ways to buildings. Especially by the library and the Shields. The Sofeet away rule has helped

but it is not enough. A smoke free campus is a great idea.F

380 People that smoke do smoke twenty feet away from the doors, but it is always in the walkway.There should be a smoke free campus or smoking areas away from the walkways. - -

As a student I only smell cigarette smoke 3 times a week. In comparison most students are worse
381. off in chemistry lab. Smokers are insecure, generally unhappy, and will all die early. Dont you think

they have it bad enough? Of course the best solution would be to kill everyone that smokes, uses
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drugs, has aids, -or has genetic disorders that-make them useless to sodety. What a world -that
would be. It’s hard to believe this is a serious survey when there are so many more important issues
out there. Good going student senate. (Thumbs up sarcastically).

‘“rhe opinion of a sociopath’

The biggest problem right now is that smokers are still smoking to close to the entrances and they ______

382. really do not care where they throw their butts. Every time they toss a butt on the grounds they T~1d~1
should be given a ticket for littering. -

I quit smoking a little over 3 weeks ago and it feels great. lam grossed out when I smell
383 second-hand smoke now, so I know how others felt as they walked in buildings and had to smell mydrifting smoke. I don’t know that a smoke-free campus is exactly proper, but stricter rules regarding

designated smoking areas would make sense to implement.

I really dislike having to walk by someone who is smoking to get in a building. I hardly ever see
anyone stand 20 feet from the doors like they are suppose too. Thats probably because the ash ______

384. trays are not 20 feet from the doors. Every time I walk around campus I hold my breath while V-viewl
walking by a smoker because I don’t want to breath in their rat poison. I would strongly support
anything to make the campus more smoke free.

385 Many smokers are very considerate, but any progress in this area is completly supported forstudents and health professionals. Thanks

386. stop people from smoking by the exits

387. People have inflicted pain onto others for limiting the simple right to the twinkie...

The smoking limit isn’t far enough away from the doors and the “ashtrays” are about 5 feet from the
388. door which often emit a foul odor. Perhaps smoking huts could be placed around campus to shield

smokers from the weather and to protect non smokers from second hand smoke.

Studies have shown that The more education level he has(such as highschool, some college,
bachelors, masters, etc the less apt they are to smoke.

389 I feel a handful of people would quit going to school or atleast be late to class. The craving forcigarettes are very strong.

I feel as long as smokers are not standing by the door leave ‘em the hell alone.
P.S. I have not a cigarette in 2 days and I’m going %$0k’~ing Nuts!

390. Smoking outside buildings is a problem. I want a smoke free campus.

391. Being exposed to second hand smoke at the place tam furthering my education is unacceptable. _____

It is not the actual smoking outside that bothers me so much, as long as the smokers are not
congregated near the buildings, but when I walk across the lawns, or on the laWns near the

392. buildings where they smoke, it appears that they do not even have enough consideration to dispose
of their butts properly -- the lawn is strewn with cigarette butts, which really gives a “trashy” look
andfqel to the campus. Do they think their discards just “disappear”?

~ Everyone seems to smoke right next to the door, and I hate walking through a cloud of smoke onmy way to class!

I think that as long as people who smoke are not smoking near the doors of the school there is not a
394. problem. Maybe making a designated smoking area would make both smokers and non-smokers

happy.

The “Smoking away from the doors” policy is not enough. I have asthma caused from a father who
smoked and when I come out of a building right in the pathway of a stream of smoke it is not good.
Nicotine is a drug and smokers are drug addicts you wouldn’t allow pot or other drugs openly used
on campus why allow the addicted nicotine users to use there drug openly.

I don’t think a smoke free campus is necesary. Simply make boundries and limits. For example no
smoking at entrance ways or walk ways. Rope off an area outside of buildings away from the
entrance and offer ashtrays for cigarette disposal. Smokers smoke thats what they do and I think a

396. smoke free campus would be hard to enforce. Instead of so.mking right outside the building they
would smoke on the way to their car or as they walk from’tuilding to building. Or worse try to sneek
and hid it, possibly drop it, and start a fire. They are adults but they are also addicts of a lawful
substance. Good luckl

I do not condone the people that participate in smoking, but I do not agree with the habit. I think ______

) 397. there are better things one could do that would not be so harmful to themselves and the I~t~iYI
— environment.
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398 There is a minimum ~lstencetc b€ from the public eccess ways beftre you smoke. I think that ifthese were increased slightly and enforced, they would be acceptable.

399. Chewing tobacco should also be banned. Thanks! (
400. Thank you for having this survey! This has been a problem for a while flow.

Smoking is nasty and I don’t enjoy breathing in other people’s smoke, I think it would be great to
have a “smoke free” enviornment.

401.

Smoking is the least of my concerns. Smokers smoke becouse it helps them to deal with stress.
402. Leave them alone.

Waht’s next? The sugar police? There is an epidemic of fat people; are we going to ban them next?

I get tired of seeing cigarette butts on the ground, as it takes away from the beauty of the campus.
403. Also, there have been times when I have had to walk through a cloud of cigarette smoke just to get

into the building. Most of these times the smokers were even standing at the 20 foot line.

THERE ISA REAL PROBLEM WHEN PEOPLE AHENDING EVENTS AT THE COLLEGE STAND RIGHT
OUTSIDE THE FRONT DOOR OF THE BUILDINGS TO SMOKE. YOU CANNOT ENTER OR LEAVE THE

404. BUILDINGS WITHOUT WALKING THROUGH THE SMOKERS FIRST. I DO NOT FEEL THAT I SHOULD
BE SUBJECTED TO THE SMOKE JUST TO AYrEND AN ACTIVITY ON THE CAMPUS OR TO GO IN OR
OUT OF ONE OF THE COLLEGE’S BUILDINGS.

Limit on how close the current smokers stand to the entrences and exits to buildings. Some people —

405. are allergic to the smoke and myself I can’t stand the smell. I would love to have a smoke free F1~i~i
campus, but that would not be fair to the smokers.

406 There has not been much enforcement with the already existing smoking prohibition at entry-ways.The smoke is even a problem from traveling to and from classes away from building entrances.

I don’t like e,dting a building a feeling like I’ve just smoked what’s left from the person, who smoked
407 before they left to go into the building. The CSI campus is beautiful and to walk through a cloud ofsmoke before I enter a building is sickening. I know other people smoke and that’s their right but

not right outside the building I’m entering.

408. I’d rather die of natural causes not because of second hand smoke, besides it STINKS!!

the smokers are always right out in front of the buildings and you have to wade through the smoke
409 to get inside. i have asthma so it is particularly a problem for me as it can start an attack. same withwalking around the campus and having someone smoking in front of me. it is very unpleasant and

quite studpid frankly, it is a known carcinogen

410. smoking is aweful. People need to stop smoking so close to the buildings riw~i
411. I have had asthma my whole life due to my parents smoking.

Smoking is a dirty habit and every time I walk by an ash tray I need to hold my breath, honestly,
412. smoking is a sanitary problem. But it is hard to Infinge on the rights of adult as long os they are

outside and 20 feet away from a building. Maybe there could be designated smoking areas.

All the signs around the buildings say to smoke away from the building but no one follows the rules
413 and if the wind is blowing people walking Into buildings get exposed to second hand smoke. I think Itis disgusting. If people need a smoke break between classes they can walk out to their cars. Please

ban smoking on campus!

I don’t feel smoking is a big problem on the campus. I have never heard a complaint from anyone.
414 Due that there is no indoor smoking on the campus the only opportunity for coming across secondhand smoke is standing around someone who is smoking which is only done by the persons choice

and not the fault of the smoker.

i honestly do not think it is harming any one at all other than those who are smoking. it is not for
415. others to say whether or not some one can smoke. there is already the law of no smoking with in a

certain distance of doors. other than that it is not your place to put more restrictons.

416 Whenever I. attend classes or take my elementary studentito programs on campus it is veryuncomfortable and unhealthy to walk through the number of students outside the doors smoking.

417. I smoke, but I think it is a problem. ______

418 Smoking Kills and thay toss ther buts every werer and make it look bad on compus because of there (trash.
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419. I cant walk out of a tulidin~ v~Ith out getting a blast of smoke In my faceD

Some of us smokers; try to respect non smokers, and obey all the rules why punish all of us for a
) few bad folks? Or have a smoking only areas at each large building.Many of our smoking areas are420. on the way into the front door and all must pass us smokers and many make nasty

remarks,eventhough we are where its a smoking area.It feels like descrimation!

421 We are the minority of instuitions in the MV allowing people to smoke on our campus. I say we stepup and enforce no smoking policies.

422. Smoking is yucky!

I can’t stand when I walk into the library and all I smell is smoke. Its makes me smell bad and
423. makes the campus look bad. Also, all the smokers standing outside of the Shields building...not

good. Also makes the building stink. I would definitly support a smoke-free campus!

424 As a non-smoker I don’t think it’s right for others to have breathe in the smoke. Second hand smokeis just as bad as regular smoking. I’d love to see a smoke-free campus.

Everytime I walk past the entrances to buildings there is a very big “fog” of smoke smell that is
425 horrible. At least limiting them to where they can smoke if anything would be better at least. Have adesinated area so those of us that don’t want to smell the smoke or deal with smoke can avoid those

areas.

I take several classes on the CSI main campus. Walking from building to building I see, smell, and
426 inhale second hand smoke. The aspen building is the only building I know of that has a limit on howfar away from the building the smoking must occur. However, this rule is still broken quite often. I

would support a more restrictive code concerning smoking in and around the buildings.

427 marked 8, 9, 10 yes thinking mainly about the entrance to the library. I hate walking throughthesmoke (and gum stuck to the sidewalk) at the east entrance. It is a bad image for our campus.

It is very harmful and frustrating to me when I have to enter or leave a building and the smoke is in
428. my face and I have no choice but to breath in the toxic smoke!!! I think there should be no smoking

on campus at all!!!

429 it would be nice to walk in the bulding with out smelling like smoke or buying a book that dosen’tsmell like smoke!

430. people should obey the “20-feet”- rule.., but they don’t. enforce it better!

431 Nothing ruins my day more than walking by someone smoking right intomy face. I don’t mind thatpeople want to smoke, but I don’t think this is the right place to do It.

432 The library entrance is absolutely ridiculous. I have to hold my breath that entire walk way to-thedoors.

The library is the main area that I have seen to have the most problems. There has been several
times when I was trying to get to the door and had to hold my breath and look down because there
werL~o many people smoking. If allowed to smoke, people should at least be courteous of those
around them and not do it right by the entrance to a building.

Smokers have rights, too and it is unreasonable for a student with a buisy schedule to leave campus
in between classes just for a smoke break.

Even though I’m an ex-smoker, knowing the ridiculous amount of prejudice and hatred that’s
already shown to smokers. It’s already a harassment to them. Making CSI a smoke free campus
won’t do anything. CSI is composed of people who are already legal to smoke, and the consumption
of tobacco is perfectly legal everywhere else. I know how much of a hassle it is to be forced to walk

435. X amount of feet away from a building in order to smoke something you’re addicted to. Quitting
smoking isn’t easy, and making more of a hassle to smoke won’t help people at all - in fact, it just
might encourage them to keep smoking out of bitterness and rebellion to the campus’ tyranny.
People having to pass through a tobacco smelling area for seven seconds is not and should not be a
reason to outlaw smoking on campus.

436 I am sick of going to class With people who smell like smokel! And I’m also sick of having that smellon my clothes!!! I would love a smoke free campus!!!! ~,-

What’s the big deal? I can choose my own life style. I am at csi for one reason, to further myeducation, not for people to judge me just because i smoke.

438. i am a carton a day and smokeing buni crak is tuff. what was this survey about agin
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I an~ tired of -having to walk into the campus tuVdin~s ant lmving tt breath in the second -hand

439 smoke. Studies have shown that second hand smoke is as deadly as directly inhaling from acigarette, even if those that don’t believe this, I think that there should be something done about the
situation. -

It is rather bothersome to be walking to class and walk through a cloud of second-hand smoke,
440 because students AND instructors are smoking near the buildings. This is most troublesome near theShields Bldg. but happens all over campus. A smoke-free campus would be wonderful! Smoking

cessasion workshops held on campus is an idea.

I should have the right to walk on campus and not have to be exposed to someone’s smoking habit.
441. There is endless evidence of the harmful affects of second hand smoke. It would create a deaner

campus with a no-smoking policy.

I feel that if i want to smoke then I will just do it, I don’t need someone to have me second had
442 smoke. Also if there is no way for us to be a smoke free campus then smoker need to be away fromentry of buildings so those that do not smoke don’t have to walk in it to make us smell and breath in

directly.

In spite of the signs which say no smoking 20 feet within buildings, many students smoke right by
the door and leave their butts on the ground.

When I did smoke sometimes I would get very stressed and it really does help to have a smoke ______

444. before an exam or after a hard class. I sympathize with the smokers on campus and don’t see that !~Th~]
they are hurting anyone by smoking outside

I feel that CSI should designate an area in the middle of the inner circle for smoking. I can say that
it woUld be hard for me to finish my education ill was not given the opportunity to relieve the
pressure of the classes. I am a student that appriciates the butt cans and ashtrays that are provided
for the smoking students. However I am an older student and have a bit more respect and realize it
is a priveledge to be allowed to smoke on CSI school grounds. Please due not take this priveledge
away. -

446. I like the rule of having to keep smoking away from entrances to buildings.

I hope that CSI can be smoke-free...even if it is smoke-free within the confines of the “cirlce” and
~ smoking is only allowed in certain parking lots. The cigarette litter and the smoke clouds we all haveto walk through are disturbing. I have asthma which is aggrivated by cigarette smoke. Smoke-free

gets my votel ‘—- --

448 Smoking is not a big deal? If people want ~o inhale the stuff, then so be it. They are outside anywayand are not going to expose me to cancer.

I want a smoke free campus!! I’m sick of going into class and coughing or wheezing because of the
smell on students clothes. Sometimes I can’t breath because of the smell!!

450 A solution to this is to create smoking areas where smokers can go with out bothering anyone. Youcan’t tell people what to do with their bodies. They will smoke whether you do anything or not.

Again today I had to walk through second hand smoke to get to my class Inside the SHields building.
A f~W~eople were smoking under the door overhang. If they want cancer thats fine, I just don’t
think I should have to walk through their DISGUSTING cloud of cancer. I smelled like smoke and

451 had trouble breathing as I walked in. Why doesn’t CSI protect us? Make these people smoke iiidesignated areas far away from the main entrances!!! A lot of these kids smoke beacuse it is their
first chance to show independance and lock “cool.” lam a former smoker and always smoked where
others wouldn’t be affected by my habit. PLEASE help those of us who don’t want to be exposed to
second hand smoke be safe!

I have many friends that have smoked. If smoking is something that bothers someone then they
452 need to learn how to get away from it. With my life I have many friends that have smoked and Ihave learned that you either put up with the smoke or you get out of their wind. Go up wind of them

so that you don’t get smothered by their smoke.

I have asthma and having to smell smoke when I come out of the library causes me respitory
- distress.

454 People smoke outside the doors, so when entering or exiting you walk thrdugha cloud of smoke, breathing it arid smelling of it afterwardf

455. I think getting smoking off the compus would be awesome.

No , I wouldn’t support a smoke free campus! As a matter of fact I got to hand it to the school - -

A~C because you CAN smoke on campus. The fact that C.S.I. hasn’t given in to the national trend of (
non-smokers crying about people smoking in their own homes and banned it all together, is a strong
thing to say today about the REAL risk or potential danger of second hand smoke compared to some
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other problems in the world today. As iOfl9 as the campus isn’t littered with cig-butts, I dont see any
problem at all except the same problem that people all over really have with smoking, they dont do
it so they dont want to have to see it mor be exsposed to it in any way,shape,or form. I say too bad
and if you dont like what someone else is doing and dont want to see it then stay home and dont
watch television. The truth is that it is the most disgusting habit in the world and at the same time
there is simply nothing more satisfying sometimes than the first couple of drags from a Marlboro. I
have watched family members die from it and it still doesn’t stop me so to the person who cries
about someone standing OUTSIDE smoking in the cold, the wind, and snow ,The only thing I got to
say to them is worry about something that directly will affect them and to get over it so they can
concentrate on the class that they are headed to. I love the fact that I can walk onto the campus
with a smoke on my way to class without worrying about the law intervening, I also love the fact
that alot of other people seem to be pretty interested in watching people do it and watch them
mumble under there breath about it. Spineless is what they are and the fact that myself and
everyone else is judged by people that we dont know just by having put a smoke up to our mouths,
makes me feel sorry for the person that really dedicates any time to mis-judgeing this group.
Neverthe less it really is the worst habit in the world and I wish That first couple of drags weren’t so
damn gbod.

~ Honestly I think it is iur right to smoke, I do follow the designated smoking areas, but to take thatall away is just not right.

smokers congregate around the doorways, seeking wind breaks and some shelter. For us with
Asthma, or other issues, walking through the smokers is a test to see how long can we hold our
breath.

458. Perhaps there could be a smoking shelter the smokers could contribute to and have built for them to
use in the middle of the campus or somewhere away from the buildings.
I do not see why the general student body should fund such a structure, but if the smokers want to
smoke on campus... then let them fund a shelter for them to use.

I think the campus should be smoke free!l it would make the campus more comfortable for
459. everyone!! I’m especially tired of smokers lighting up just as they get outside the door!l The smoke

blows in the face of everyone behind them.

some people have to much time on there hands. smokers have rights too they are already abiding
by campus policy by being away 20 feet from any building or door if you see someone smoking dont

460. go near them.how hard is that . the senate and adm have alot more important items to address so
get a life, if we do this then lets look at dress code i dare you to open that can of worms I!!! were
all over 18 we can make our owe decisions so move on.

461 The only problem I have with it is people leaving the filters on the ground, its not that hard to putthem in the trash. Maybe have reminder signs for those who liter, its against the law!

462. Smoking kills

I believe that CSI needs to be smoke free, in the end it is still a school and if they dont allow it on _____

463. any other school campuses including High school and Junior Hióh then i dont believe CSI should _____

allow it on their respected premises too. Besides im tired of seeing Cigarette Butts everywhere.
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